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Democracy Still Works When
Public Opinion Is Powerful
Enough To Make Such A Far
Reaching Measure As The
Lend-Lease Bill A Law Of The
Land In So Short Time.
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For The Biggest Entertainment
And Educational Value You
Ever Received For Nothing,
Come To Clemson March
Twenty-Second And Twenty
Third And Make A Tour Of
The Exhibits At The Ag Fair.
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Agricultural Fair Opens Here Next Saturday
12,000 People
To Be On Hand
For Exposition
Exhibits To Open
j Saturday Morning
Clemson's first annual agriculI tural fair will officially open its
doors Saturday afternoon, March
22, at two-thirty o'clock
when
President Robert Franklin Poole,
will deliver a welcoming speech before an expected crowd of 12,000
people who will be present at the
exposition. Four hours earlier at
ten-thirty o'clock the exhibits win
be open and will remain open for
the duration of the fair, according to an announcement made today by Chairman Marshall Walker.
Climaxing three months of intensive effort on the part of the entire
agricultural school the exposition
will embrace a wealth of common
and scientific interests in the field
of agriculture, as well as a full two
day program of fun and entertainment which will go toward making
the fair unrivaled anywhere, Walker said.
Promptly at seven-thirty Saturday night a gigantic horse show
sponsored by the animal husbandry department, will be presented
and will conclude the Saturday afternoon program. The fair will
open Sunday at two o'clock in the
afternoon and' will continue until
six o'clock.
Ten thousand programs have
been printed and will be distributed free to those, attending the exposition, Walker said.
Exhibit committees have been
busy for several weeks. Walker
said, and will be ready to demonstrate many scientific oddities
when the fair convenes. In addition to the individual exhibits,
moving picture reels, demonstrations, and various charts, will be
shown during the duration of the
fair. A prize will be presented to
the' department having the best exhibit, Walker said. The selection
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Pruitt Agnew, 4-H Club.
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Speaking
on the dark outlook Agronomy senior ' from Fountain Von Weller, senior, general science, ington. The study will start on
March 10th.
the world is facing, Dr. Daniel Inn, which is also the home of Albany, Ga.; and Dick Sosnowski,
The work, confined to specializstressed
the need for material, the new Queen.
junior, chemistry, John's Island.
ed automotive maintenance on the
mental and -spiritual preparation
Fair Chairman Marshall WalkA dance is planned for this internal combustion engine, will be
er said that the Queen would coming Saturday night In the
by individuals and the nation.
conducted under the supervision ol
Neither men nor nations can sponsor for all fair activities.
Parish House. Girls will be present Mr. J. D. Humphries, an Anderwin battles without hope, courage
from the campus and Anderson sonian with twenty years' practical
and loyalty, he said, adding that
experience in this type of work.
College.
hopelessness, fear and disloyalty
have led to the fall of most of the
countries that have bowed to HitMrs. Jessie Burrall Eubank, of
ler. He paid tribute to the EngCincinnati, Ohio, speaking in the
lish, the Finns and the Greeks.
"Those who do not like our form Clemson College auditorium Thursof government should go to Ger- day, told the cadet corps what each
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country and do all we can to hand campus through the auspices of the
Clemson's championship
win- be honor guests at the banquet
its precious privileges to our chil- BSU of Anderson College where
she is conducting a series of lec- ning muscle boys will take off which Is being given by Captain
dren."
In his opening address this tures which will continue through their athletic suits next week-end J. D. Harcombe, mess officer. Memmorning, Major Martin expressed March 15.
to don their best Joe College clothes bers of the Coaching staff and
Mrs. Eubank, who Is an inter- for the annual Athletic Ball, given their wives will also attend the
sadness at the horror of the European War and a hope that the nationally known lecturer and Bible in their honor. The Clemson Junga- banquet and dances.
United States will not become in- teacher, was leader at Anderson leers, set to offer the smoothest
Sponsors -for the Friday night
volved, but added that "Should College during Religious Emphasis music of the year, will play for dance will be the dates of the
our country be called to arms, I Week last fall, and does not usually the series of three dances.
officers of Block C. They will inam sure that our great brother- return to the same campus for the
Festivities of the weekend will clude Lib Lamb, for President
hood will be ready to defend our second time in one year, but she open for the muscle men with a Edgar Ross; Hellaine Godpasture,
liberty and our civilization with says that there is something about banquet in the mess hall Friday for Vice-Presidena Bill Hall; Raall the might and power we pos- Anderson College that she thorough- night. Members 'of Block C. and mona Westbury, for secretary
sess."
ly enjoys.
Minor C. and their dates will Chippy Maness; and Regeina Ann

Sara Hughes Named Queen To
Rule At First Clemson Ag Fair

Daniel. Martin
Speak At Annual
Masonic Meeting

To Be Crowned At
Opening Ceremony

Skardon Elected
Head Episcopal
Students Group

Education School
To Offer Course In
Automotive Work

Mrs. Eubank Speaks
To Corps On Faith

Eight Outstanding Juniors
Accept Tau Beta Pi Bids
Named Last Night
By Prexy Wearn

TO BE ON CAMPUS NEXT WEEK-

Dr. Edwin McNeil Poteat, Richard Crooks, and
Burnet R. Maybank, al lof whom will appear on
the campus next week. Dr. Poteat will conduct
the annual religious emphasis services. Richard

Crooks will appear on the. fifth of the artist
course programs, and Governor Maybank will be
the principal speaker at the dedication of the
statue of Thomas G. Clemson.

Carolina Co-Ed Glee Club To
Present Free Concert Monday
One Soph Sleeps,
OK, Three Try It
Colonel Heats Up
Colonel Hufford, of the Military Science department, is a
most tolerant man. When
Sophomore Ed Lang made a
habit of continually snoozing
in class at each meeting, the
Colonel merely awoke him by
shouting that he was committing the only crime worse than
murder.
Well, last week scouting and
patrolling became too much
for Ed and he once again
drifted into the arms of Morpheus, this lime taking the two
boys sitting next to him along.
The Colonel was indignant. It
might be said that he got mad.
He drew himself up to attention, harumphed, and in that
distinct drill-master voice of
his, bugled forth:
. 'Gentlemen! I don't mind
your going to sleep in my
classes one at a time, but when
you go to sleep in squads,
that's too much!"

Information For Men
Planning To Attend
Summer School Given
Elsewhere in this issue of the
Tiger Clemson students will find
a blank for requesting courses they
desire in the summer school. The
summer school administration has
requested students to cooperate in
assisting by notifying the Dean's
office of any courses they may desire.
Those students planning to attend summer school should fill out
the blank and list the courses they
desire and file them at the Dean's
Office at once.
The catalog will be Issued
In
April.

Forty-Six Pretty
Girls Make jQroup
The Co-ed Glee Club\of the University of South Carolina, under
the direction of Mrs. Evelyn Potter Williamson, will appear in concert at 8:00 P. M. Monday night in
the college auditorium under the
auspices of Tiger Brotherhood, local honor service fraternity.
The Carolina club will also appear on the Monday night program of the religious emphasis series.
The Tiger Brotherhood brought
the Columbia Cojlege Glee Club to
the campus last semester, and the
Georgia State Women's
College
Glee Club and the Winthrop orchestra played here under its sponsorship last year.'
Lavinia Lyles of Winnsboro is
president of the club. Other officers are Jo Lindsay, vice-president;
Harriet Williamson, secretary and
treasurer; and Jean Timmons, publicity director.
The following program has been
announced for the concert:
Thus then, the law of
the Spirit
Bach
From Motet "Jesu Priceless Treasure"
Our Father
Bortniansky
Continued on page 5

Crooks Concert Not
Be Presented On
Date Originalft'Set
The Richard Crooks concert
will be presented here on Friday evening, March 21,
and
not March 14 as was originally scheduled.
Plans for the next
series
which will be held next year
are being rapidly made and an
announcement of the program
will be made in The Tiger at
an early date.

CLEMSON CHAMPS GO SOCIAL WITH J UNGALEERS AT—

Athletic Ball And Banquet Next Week
Benson for Treasurer
Charlie
Timmons.
Sponsors for the Saturday night
dance will be Margie McGowan,
for Minor C. President Everette
Martin; Margaret Killam, for Vicepresident Hoby Holtzendorff; and
Ada McNeel for Secretary Paul
Gregory. All three dances of the
series will be informal.
Jungaleer prices, as well as Jungaleer music, will prevail for the
series. The Friday night dance,
from 9-2, will cost a buck twentyfive, the Saturday afternoon T

dance, from 4-6, will cost two-bits,
and the Saturday night hop, from
8-12, will cost one buck. Block
tickets for the series are two
dollars.
CDA Decorators Johnny Southerlin and Johnny Swearingen said
that th decorations for the series
will be the best in the history of
the Ball, and Frank Horton, CDA
publicity director, said that although the dance list is filling
slowly so far, the Block C. wearers
are sure to line up plenty of charming girls over the weekend.

Cadet Outwalks
Colonel; IColonel
Admits Ingnorance
A. C. Carmicheal, dairy major
senior from Aynor, represented
Clemson and South Carolina at
the National Dairy Council In
Richmond, March 6 and 7. The
theme of the Council meeting
was "National Defense and the
Dairying Industry." Carmicheal
won fame for himself in the
eyes of the Army and saved his
home state from disgrace in the
eyes of the Dairying Industry by
standing up to the questions shot
at the audience by no less than
a colonel.
Colonel Paul P. Logan, Chief
Assistant of the Army Quartermaster Corps, was the principal
/speaker at the meeting. In the
course of his address, Colonel Logan said that the primary problem his department had encountered was that of buying dairy
products for the Army posts in
South Carolina.
At this, Carmicheal stood up
on his feet and howled. He was
heard, because he did his howling into one of the public address
microphones scattered about the
hall. He informed the Colonel
that, as the representative from
South Carolina and as a dairying
student, he knew the situation in
South Carolina and all the problems connected therewith.
Carmicheal climaxed the whole
thing by convincing the Colonel
that he knew the dairy problems
of South Carolina and the Colonel didn't. He further convinced
the Colonel that South Carolina
was willing and trying to cooperate with the Army and National Defense as much as possible.
"Colonel," he said, "with all of
those phones scattered over your
desk, you still don't know a thing
about the dairying industry."
The whole proceeding was
broadcast over the Mutual Broadcasting System.

Daniel Addresses
North Carolinians
Dr. D. W. Daniel, retired Dean
of the School of General Science,
was the guest speaker at the meeting of the Western North Carolina
Safety Council in Asheville Tuesday evening, March 11.
Dr. Daniel spoke to the members and officers in the annual
discussion meeting which is held
at Asheville each year.

Clemson's chapter of Tau Beta
Pi, national honor fraternity foi
engineering students last night
tapped eight outstanding scholastic juniors to membership, according to an announcement madi
late last night by Wilson C. Wearn,
president of the fraternity.
The newly tapped men will begin the Informal initiation period
within the next few days, Wearn
said.
The men accepting membership
are Frank S. Barnes, electrical engineering from Roc1-. Hill; Jack Q
Lever, civil engineering major fron;
West Columbia; Sam M. Hasell
mechanical . engineering
student
from Charleston; w. J. Loughlin
mechanical engineering major fron
Connecticut; E. B. Brown, mechanical engineering major from
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; F. E.
Huggln, electrical engineering major from Gaffney; R. D. Randall,
civil engineer from Rock Hill; and
B. B. Sams, mechanical engineer
fromMount Pleasant.
Officers of Tau Beta Pi besides
Wearn are: W. E. Cline, corresponding secretary; J. c. Hartly, recording sercetary; and E. H. Lesene,
catalouger. other members are J.
I. Baron, J. L. Beaudrot, A. N.
Cameron, W. L. Richbourn, D. W.
Smith, and J. E. Woodward.

Glee Club Tour
Announced; To Be At
Music Festival
The Glee- Club has completed
arrangements to appear at the
Columbia Music Festival with the
combined college glee clubs of the
entire state, accompanied by the
Southern Symphony
Orchestra,
under the direction of Hans Schweiger, on March 29. A concert at
Anderson has been planned for
March 24, and four programs will
be given
during Religious Emphasis week, it was announced today by Dick Welnheimer, president.
A sate-wide tour, which included ' appearances at Chester, Winthrop, Lander, Erskine, and Fountain Inn, was recently completed
and pronounced a success.
The
club is currently working to become a recognized unit of the
college, as it >is now an independent organization, financed entirely within itself.

Stay Off The Grass
Says Fair Chairman
Ag Fair Chairman Marshall
today urged all student going
to and from the agricultural
building to please refrain from
walking on the grass in order
that the lawns will be intact
for the agricultural fair, March
22-23.

By Their
—WORDS—
Floating bonds and borrowing'
money is easy; but it's easier to
borrow than to pay back.
—Littlejohn
The down payment on a wife i»
very low. It's the upkeep that's
terrific.
—Pitti
I migh be a genius but I'm no
magician.
—Gee
Even if it is Monday morning,
gentlemen, somebody should be
awake.
—Polard
That's a true statement, but
why say it like that?
—Lindsay
Gentlemen, avoid the appearance of evil.
—Hufford
You boys shouldn't take agriculture, you should study law.
—Starkey
The Tiger was once the size of
an almanac and just about as accurate.
—Lane
Moonlight Is the worst liar thai
ever existed.
—R. Taylor

Plan Now To Attend The Asricultural Fair Which Will Be Held March 22 & 23

I
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Annual Religious Emphasis Services To Open Monday At Chapel
President Poole
Will Introduce
Speaker Poteat
Clemson's annual religious emphasis week will officially open
Monday noon when Dr. Robert
Franklin Poole, president, will introduce Dr. Edwin McNeil Poteat,
guest speaker, to the student body
at the only compulsory chapel of
the series.
The voluntary attendance cam*
paign being conducted by a student
committee headed by Roy R. Pearce,
president of the senior class, began
last night when members of Tiger
Brotherhood talked to each company in school. The committee has
written every faculty member requesting cooperation during the
week. Presidents of all student
organizations have also been asked
not to plan conflicting meetings
during the week.
Outstanding students in campus
church work have been asked to
conduct programs throughout the
week. Dr. Poole will be the onlyfaculty member to have part on
the programs. LaFon C. Vereen
president of the Wesley Foundation
Council, will have charge of the
music for the meetings.
The Carolina Women's Glee Club,
which will appear in concert here
Monday night under the auspices
of the Tiger Brotherhood, will take
part in the Monday night religious
service. The Clemson Glee Club
will also be on the program.
Dr. Poteat, who is the pastor of
the Euclid Avenue Baptist Church
of Cleveland, Ohio, is a graduate
of Furman University, where he
starred in basketball. He received
his degree at the Southern Theological Seminary,, and has received
honorary degrees from Wake Forest
and Duke.
From 1917 to 1926 he served as a
missionary of the Southern Convention at Kaifeng, China. Later
he was attached to the University
of Shanghai as associate professor
of philosophy and ethics.
Dr. S. J. Crouch, Presbyterian
minister, will be in charge of a
special committee on arrangements
for the chapel programs. Dr. J. E.
Ward, head of the economics department, will entertain the speaker. Members of the Supply Sergeants club will be ushers for the
program.

Forensic Tourney
Results Announced
By Chairman Brooks
A. L. Brooks, chairman of the
Calhoun State Forensic Tournament held on the campus last
week-end, today announced the
following tournament results:
The Winthrop debate team, composed of Misses Janet Pfieffer and
Anne Belle Graham, won first
place in the debate events.
James J. Lever,* of Clemson, won
first place in the extempore, impromptu, and first round after
dinner events.
Stanley
Williamson, Clemson,
placed first in poetry reading.
In the radio announcing events,
L. J. Levine, Clemson, won first
place.
Bob Stoddard, Clemson, placed
first in oratory.

Faculty Asked
Ex-Colonel Dargan Tells Colonel
To Cooperate In Coleman Of Joys Of Military Life
Religious Week

SPONSORS:—These lovely ladies will sponsor for
the officers of the Block C and Minor C Clubs,
local honor athletic societies at Athletic Ball.
The Block C sophomores are, top row: Miss Elizabeth Lamb, Greenville, for Edgar Ross; Miss
Helaine Goodpasture, Atlanta, for Bill Hall; Miss
Ramona Westbury, Charleston, for Ed Maness;

Clemson Men To
Bee Keeping
Meet In Columbia
Three Clemson men are to attend the annual Bee Keeper's
Meeting to be held at Columbia on
March 14. J. A. Berly, state Crop
Pest Commissioner will speak on
Bee
diseases,
Prof.
Dunavan,
teacher of beekeeping at Clemson,
will speak on preparing honey
for market. D. W. Watkins, director of Extension servioe at Clemson, will attend the meeting.
The meeting will be held in the
Chamber of Commerce Building,
and they will discuss their common problems and attempt to
improve and increase the output
of the honey in the state.

Y Deputation At
Georgia State
The Clemson Y Deputation team
conducted Vespers at the Georgia
State College for Women at Milledgeville last Sunday, according to
Mr. J. Roy Cooper, assistant
secretary of the Y and chairman
of the group .
Members of the
team were:
George L. Stantori, who spoke on
'Personal Defense In Our World
Today"; Don Wentzel. spoke on
'Defense of Christianity In The
World Today"; A. C. Carmichael
in charge of devotionals; and J.
Roy Cooper who was in charge
of the group and led the prayers.
Next Sunday night the Clemson Y Deputation team will conduct Vespers in the Winthrop
College Chapel. Ten or twelve boys
will be in charge of a program that
wil consist of music and talks.
Mr. Cooper stated that usually
about 1000 girls attend these
gatherings.

and Miss Regina Anne Benson, Gainesville, Ga.,
for Charlie Timmons. The Minor C Club sponsors are, bottom row: Miss Margie McGowan,
Laurens, for Everett Martin; Miss Margaret Killam, Atlanta, for P. B. Holtzendorff; and Miss Ada
McNeil, Marietta, Ga., for P. A. Gregory,

M

YMCA Secretary Be
Chosen Here Sunday
Skardon And Gage
In Race For lobs
The recording secretary of the
Clemson YMCA for the. coming
year will be chosen
Sunday at
vesper services in. the Y auditorium, it was announced this week
by Dick Sosnowski, newly elected
president of the Y. Jimmy Skardon and Theo Gage, who polled
the same number of votes in the
general election March 2, will run
again for the office.
Skardon, general science junior
from Walterboro, and Gage, electrical engineering junior from Anderson, are both members of the
junior YMCA council.
The election of March 2 was the
largest of recent
years, retiring
President Pinckney Eve said. The
results were close, and no candidate received a very large mapority. Dick Sosnowski, chemistry
junior from Johns Island, was
chosen president, defeating Harry
Sturgis, textile engineering junior
frpm Rock Hill. T. E. Garrison,
agricultural education junior from
Anderson, defeated David Bissett,
chemical engineering junior from
Savannah, in the race for vicepresident.

BSU Councils Hold
Social Meetings
The Clemson Baptist Student
Union Council attended an oyster
supper given by Reverend and
Mrs. Goode at the Baptist Church
Monday night.
The senior council of the Union
held a weiner roast with Anderson College girls Tuesday night.

The College
Cafe
One Of
South Carolina's
Finest Restaurants
Will each week award a
free steak dinner to an outstanding Clemson College
Cadet. George Cavalaris,
owner, has announced this
week's winner to he:

Talk about a swell treat,
just sink your teeth into
smooth DOUBLEMINT GUM
xor ieal chewing satisfaction,
Yes, tor ieai u
delicious
St
v

>» "^ rAT«smoo*,iull
of

refreshxng flavor

DOUBUMINT ^\l^lv

sesLns.

Helps brigMen you^--^ ^
your breath,^ And^
DOUBLEMIOT everyday.
enjoy delicious]

ED. HALLMAN
We think that he deserves
a free steak dinner and a
clipping of this adi
will
pay for it.
Watch
this
space
each
week for the cadet of the
week—the winner of a
steak dinner.

We Use Western
Meats Exclusively

The College Cafe
CLEMSON'S
FINEST
RESTAURANT
George Cavalaris, Owner
Member Of IPTAY

Survey Shows
Students Liberal
On Drinking
By JOE BELDEN
Student Opinion Surveys
AUSSTIN-^Although college students are as a whole not teetotalers and a majority may be classed
as liberals on the question of
drinking, there exists today on the
campuses of America a good amount of conservatism regarding
liquor.
Two years ago this March, Student Opinion Surveys of America
conducted a nation-wide poll that
for the first time provided a
complete picture of drinking habits and sentiment among collegians. The survey has been repeated, and besides producing a
new set of figures on this topic,
the study brings proof that the
sampling procedure used by Student Opinion Surveys is of such
stability that its results may be
interpreted as an accurate barometer of college thought from
coast to coast.
In summary, these were the
results of the survey, taken through
the cooperation of the college
press, including the Tiger:
1. Six out of every ten believe
that college students do not drink
too much.
2. Nearly seven out of every ten
men, and nearly five out of every
ten co-eds,
admit the-y drink
alcoholic beverages.
3. Eight out of every ten are
opposed to the return of prohibition.
The 1939 survey and the present
one, taken in identical manner,
reveal figures that are almost
parallel in every respect, giving
new basis to the fact that by
means of sampling it is possible
for the Surveys to gauge what the
total enrollment of nearly 1,500,000 thinks. Prohibition and drinking in general are rather static
questions on which sentiment is
not expected to vary considerably
for long periods of time, and that
is what this comparison shows:
1939 1941
Believe students don't
drink too much
65% 61%
Admit they drink (both
men and women)
60
61
The percentages above appear to
indicate that during the last two
years there has been a slight tend
toward heavier drinking in college,
accompanied by a similarly grow>
ing trend in opinion against an>
other dry era. But these differences
are so small that it would be
going beyond the statistical limita
tions of the poll to say that they
are definitely indicative
of
a
change.
"Do you ever drink alcoholic
beverages, such as beer, wine,
cocktails, or highballs?" was the
question asked. Of the hundreds of
students interviewed in every sec
tion of the- country only three
refused to answer. The small
number of no opinion answers in
all of the questions have been
eliminated from the computations.
Drinking, sectional returns show, is
heavier (more than 70 per cent)
in the New England and Middle
Atlantic states. In the West Central states only half of the students
say they drink.

Former Clemson Star
Baseballer Marries
Ray Coker, star Clemson pitcher who graduated here in 1939, was
last week married to Miss Prances
Green, of Lynchburg. The marriage was held in Turbeville, at the
home of the bridegroom.
Coker, who has been teaching
and coaching at the
Kingstree
High School, will be ordered to
Fort Claiborne in Louisiana March
18.
Massachusetts State college Is
seeking to change its name to
University of Massachusetts.

The Clemson faculty has been
asked to give its full cooperation
to insure "ic success of Religious
Emphasis Week at Clemson which
will begin on Monday, March 17.
Roy Pearc , student chairman
for the Religious Emphasis week,
this week issued the following
letter to all members of the Clemson faculty:
Monday, March 17, 1941,
marks the beginning of Religious Emphasis week at Clemson College. This year the
students are in
complete
charge
of
putting
this
important program over, but
we know that unless we have
100 percent cooperation from
the faculty we will have a
hard time making a go of it.
That is why I have taken this
opportunity to ask our faculty
to put In a plug for Religious
Emphasis week. Talk to your
students, talk to your friends,
and talk to your family about
this, and help us make a success of this important program
—Religious Emphasis Week.
Dr. McNeill Poteat will be
the speaker, and will speak
eight times between Monday
and Thursday. Chapel will be
held Monday, March 17, in the
field house; but the other
meetings will be held in the
College auditorium at 12:15
and at 7:00 in the evenings.
The Clemson Student body
will sincerely appreciate your
help and cooperation. We feel
that we can always depend
on our faculty and friends to
help us.
Cordially yours,
R. Roy Pearce,
Student chairman.

Zoo Will Present
Soph Class Play
"Water, Water Everywhere and
Not A Drip," an original musical
comedy, will be presented by the
sophomore class of the Women's
College of Furman University tomorrow night in the Women's
College auditorium.
Ruth Mitchell, of Charlotte, is
president of the sophomore class.
Other officers are Mary Withington, vice-president; Ann McDonald, secretary; and June Allen,
treasurer.
The comedy, a take-off on the
lost city of Atlantis, will feature
original music by Peggy Murray.
Helen Hudson, Jackie Byers, Marcis Wyche and Cut Burgess will
have solos in the production.
"Water, Water Everywhere And

(Editor's Note:—The following "letter" was taken from The
Winthrop Johnsonian. In it, Pet Dargan, last year's Honorary Cadet
Colonel^and a Winthrop student, tells the New Honorary Colonel,
Nancy Gilder Coleman, a Lander girl, about her feelings and,
thoughts during the year she served a Honorary Colonel.)
Dear Nancy:
<S>—
I feel like one lucky girl writing
to another—because we were lucky
you know, both of us. At least I
know I was. From What I hear it
wasn't so much a matter of luck
in your case, though.
Wish I could have been
Dr. J. O. Smith, pastor of' the
there! It would have been fun
Washington Street Methodist
io see the expression on your
Church, Columbia, will begin a
face when you realized you'd
study course in worship this comgotten what the other sponing Sunday at 7:30 p. m. This
sors wanted, too. There were
course will be given at the ClemI'lbably «. lot of surprises
son Methodist Church for the enthere— and happiness. There
tire Oconee County area.
had to be —
The study courses will continue
Finally visitor's
day . comes—
Monday through Thursday at 8 p.
This is wonderful. You probably
m. in the Methodist Church. These
feel the same—much bigger than
courses will not conflict in any
anybody thinks you are, but that's
way with Religious Emphasis Week
all right. Nobody cares. They
activities.
know that it's your big day.
Dr. Smith was pastor of the
After
that,
everything's
Clemson Methodist Church for four
over, it seems. Once in a while
years and needs no introduction to
someone will call you "Colthe Clemson people.
onel," but that's about all that
brings it to mind from then
on. But each time it's brought
back, it makes you feel good
again.
Of course, it adds to the pleasure
everytime you go to Clemson—You
Professor J. P. LaMaster, head
feel like you belong—
of the dairy department, spoke to
But then finally someone says— the dairy club in the college audi"Do you know who the new coli torium Tuesday on "South Caroonel is" and it's all gone. But it lina's Opportunities for Dairying."
doesn't hurt so much because you
LaMaster stated that the state's
knew it had been going the whole climate and rainfall were big facyear. You're glad someone else tors in favor of dairy farming in
is going to have the fun you had, South Carolina. "Few people realand I'm glad it's you, Nancy.
ize the full value of these ideal
Let me tell you a little of
conditions," he said.
how grand it is, I know you
don't want me to. It's like
someone telling you the end
of a story when you've just
begun it, but nothing could
1 jTiike you lose interest in
The Clemson Newman club, nawhat's to come for you this
tional organization for Catholic
time. Besides, a lot of people
men students, will hear a pulpit
must have been trying to. tell
dialogue on Marriage in the St.
| you this before I started—
Andrews chapel Wednesday night.
and congratulating you. Gives
Father Tierney, priest of the
you a sense of importance,
St. Andrews church, and Father
doesn't it? For a while.
Riach, visiting Paulist priest from
Well, anyway, you're going to New York, will carry on the defeel grand at the moonlight bate. Friday night, the club will
parade. Almost as good as right have Stations of the cross, folafter they announced you were lowed by benediction and special
H. C, and everyone gathered devotions.
around. After that, you're still
going to feel the excitement of
EGG HATCHING FEATURED
suspense, because the big day—
Eggs hatching under glass will
visitor's day—is yet to come.
be one of attractions of the poulThe local theater at Fayette, try exhibit at the agricultural fair
Mo., is offering free tickets to March 22-23, Chairman Marshall
the Central college campus organi- Walker today announced. Every
zation with the highest grade phase of poultry life will be featured by the department.
average

Smith To Hold
Methodist Study
Worship Course

LaMaster Speaks On
Dairy Opportunities

Catholics To Hear
Marriage Dialogue

Clemson Alumai
Invited To Attend
Luncheon Meeting
All Clemson
men who attend
the State Teachers Association
Convention in Columtia are invited to attend a buffet luncheon at
the Wade Hampton Hitel. at six
o'clock Thursday eveninj, March
20, it was announced today by Mr.
J. H. Woodward, secretary of .the
alumni
association. Dr. Robert
Franklin Poole,
Clemson president, and Coach Frank loward
will be the principal speakers.
Reservations for the luncheon
meeting may be made wfch Mr.
Walter E. Tilley, State Highway.
Department, Columbia, £. C, or
with Mr. J. H Woodwari, Secretary, Clemson Alumni Corporation, Clemson, S C.
"As there are always a great
many Clemson alumni in Columbia for the teachers convention,
this is expected to be me of the
largest
attended gatherings of
alumni held
in the sate. All
Clemson men are urged to attend," Mr. woodward sail.

Fruit Companies
Prepare Exhibit
Mr. George Spear and »tr. Z. W.
Meeks,
representatives of the
Southeastern Chain Store Council, were on the campus this week
assisting the department, of agricultural economics
in preparing
an exhibit showing the grjdes and
qualities of South Carolina fruits
and vegetables.
Standard packs of swiet potatoes and asparagus and other local products will be prepared and
put on exhibit.

This Receipt Covers
Plenty Of Territory

BURLINGTON, Vt— (ACP) More than 135 years rave passeid
since Azarias Williams' filed away
a receipt for $5 which .re had just
received from
Paul Brigham,
These 135 years are not covered
by the receipt, dated Oct. 24, 1804,
but all the years from the Creation to that date were.
This most inclusive of receipts
was found among 5,000 miscel-1
laneous documents '.ontaining information regarding, lands owned
by the University of Vermont
which have been collected and
arranged by NYA vorkers.
The receipt read like this:
"Received at Montpelier October
24, 1804 of Azarias Williams, Fivs
Dollars in full of all demands in
note, Board Bill, *ork or on account of every nane and nature
Maintaining grass turfs in the whatsoever from the beginning al
Not a Drip" will be under the direction of Author Gray, dramatics United States costs about $200,000,- the world to the above date.
"Rec'd. by me, Paul Brigham'*
000 a year.
director of the college.

YOU ARE INVITED TO VISIT

THE CLEMSON COLLEGE
AGRICULTURAL FAIR
March 22-23

Here is your opportunity, Mr. and Mrs. Citizen, to visit
Ciemson College and inspect the work of the school of
agriculture for yourself . . . you will see the finest livestock exhibited, modern methods in scientific agricultur displayed, the nation's finest dairy barns, latest
methods of dary products preparation, the Rocquefort
cheese experiments, a Big* Horse Show and rodeo, and
numerous other attractive exhibits.

r Governor Burnet R. Maybank will speak at the unveiling of the Thomas G. Clemson statue at 3:00 P. M.,
March 22.

Plan now to come up during this weekend and bring
your family.

EXHIBITS FREE

THREE
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Maybank To Dedicate Thomas G. Clemson Monument Next Friday
President Poole
Will Officially
Receive Statue

i

Governor Burnet R. Maybank
Will officially dedicate the statue
of Thomas Green Clemson, to oe
presented to the college by the
student body in an impressive unveiling ceremony Saturday afternoon, March 22, at three-thirty
D'clock, according to an announcement by James J. Lsver, chairman of the committee in charge
3f the dedication program. Governor Maybank will make the principal address of the afternoon.
Clemson President Robert Franklin Poole will officially receive the
monument on behalf of the college.
The dedication will take place
in conjunction with ths Agriculture Pair, to be held on the campus the week-end of March 22-23.
The monument wili be erected
in the executive circle in front of
the Administration building, a site
chosen by a committee of students
and subsequently approved; by a
faculty committee. Made of cast
stone, the statue has been pronounced resistant to the weathering effects of changes in temperature, and rain by a committee of
professional architects.
Members of the Board of Trustees, alumni, and state officials have
been invited for the ceremony. A
crowd of twelve thousand is expected for the dedication. The list
of invited guests is not yet complete.
A bronze plaque, honoring Clemson, will be placed on the base of
the monument, which will • be
draped with flags.
The full program for the dedication will be carried in next week's
issue of the Tiger.

Anderson Group
Elects Officers
The Anderson County Club electer new officers for the remainder
of the present school year and
the first ' part of next year at a
meeting Tuesday night.
Jim Barton was elected president, Johnny Holman, vice president, Bonner Manly, treasurer,
and John McArthur, secretary.
The new officers will be installed
at. a banquet during spring holidays.

PRIVATE KELLY'S PIPE
WAS SMELLYbut he's out of the dog bouse now!

Heading Ag Fair Exhi^;* Committees-

mm
Mack Alman

Roger Gregg

Shown here are three of the committee heads
for the Clemson Ag Fair exhibits. They are, left
to right, Mack Alman, Spartanburg, dairying; Rog-

Shoot the
SHOW
Friday, March 14
Trail of the Vigilantes
Franchot Tone
and
Warren
William star in this 'Shoot-em-up"
in modern dress. Tone discovers j
that William is the power behind
a fake "Cattle protective Association," but not until there is a murder and plenty of action. Broderic
Crawford is his usual tough self,
and Misha Auer and Andy Divine
supply the comedy relief.
Saturday, March 15
L'il Abner
Litle Abner now comes to the
screen, but I think you will be
disappointed in him. The picture
itself is all right, but L'il Abner
is not himself. There is Sadie
Hawkins day with Daisy IVSay
a'chasin' Abner. Contrary to <e
popular comic strip, Daisy gets
her man.
Monday and Tuesday, March 19-20
The Son of Monte Cristo
Joan Bennett, Louis Kayward
and George Saunders star in this
much talked about film of French
swordsmen. The plot deals with
the disrupting of the plans of the
villain, George Saunders, almost
single handed by Monte Cristo Jr.
Naturally he get Joan Bennett
too.
Wednesday, March 19
The Girl from Avenue A
Jane Withers has really grown
into a very talented young ladv.
In Maude Fulton's play of the
young urchin living in New York's
East Side, Jane Withers has a
number of adventures and ends
her career by straightening out
the lives of a super-society family.
Thursday, March 20
Queen Of Destiny
This picture was released in
1938, and no previews are available. Ann Nagel has the feminine
lead.
TEXTILE GRADS PROMOTED
Woody Dunn, '38, Clemson Textile graduate, has recently been
promoted to the position of superintendent of Chiquola
Mills,
Honea Path, S. C.
T. G. Roache, ^5, also a Clemson Textile graduate, has been
made superintendent of the textile plant at the Federal Penitentiary, Atlanta, Ga.

"NO BLANKETY-BLANK

rookie who smokes such
blankety-blank tobacco can
ever marry my daughter!
Phew! Either stay away or
switch to the^rmj'ifavorite!"

Ironclad,
written,
signed,
mutual, lifetime guarantee
with every car regardless of
age or price. This guarantee
good as long as you own the
car you buy.

KELLY GOT DECORATED

1938 Ford V-8
(EQ/IK
Deluxe Tudor
«p04D
1938 Ford V-8 DeLuxe (PQCC
Tudor. Radio
«|)u0D
1940 Ford V-8
(RKKA
Standard Tudor .... «J>00U
1937 Ford V-8 Pick-up.
Overhauled1
COCK
throughout
«p^0D
1938
"60"
1937
"60"

Ford V-8
Coupe
Ford V-8
Pick-up

1939 Mercury
Town Sedan

(£91 A
«POlU
Q01 A
$LWJ

(CfiJ^ft
«p03U

1935 Ford Pick-up

(PI ar

Truck

«pl<£D

1936 Ford Sedan
Delivery

COOK
yLuu

1938 Chevrolet 1 1-2 Ton
Truck. Cab and
(CQOK
chassis, only
ipOCO

Greenville
Auto Sales
Phone 8

.

Nash Broyles

er Gregg, Florence, Agronomy; and Nash Broyles,
TownvHle, Animal Husbandry,

Dairy Exhibits Major Part Of
Agricultural Fair Exhibitions
One of the major exhibits of
next week's Ag Fair will be the
Dairy exhibit, sponsored and constructed by the Dairy Club. The
exhibits will be rloused in the
Dairy building, the Creamery, and
the Dairy Barn.
The Dairy barn ■will contain
commercial exhibits of produce
from some of the larger creamery
companies, a display of dairying
machineix and 0f exceptional in
tercs;, a reproduction of the digestive system of a cow and its
endocrine glands.
The Creamery will be open to
visitors to all times during the
fair. Things that will be of interest
are:
The inspection of the new refrigeration systems, operation of
the ice cream freezer, the churning
of granular butter, printing and
wrapping of butter, operation of the
electric milk separater, explanation of Dr. P. G. Miller's Roquefort Blue Mold, and various labora-

tory tests on milk.
Among the many demonstrations
to be witnessed at the Dairy barn
are:
The operation of a milking machine, the dehorning of calves, an
explanation of feeds and feeding in the feed processing room,
display of a Fistula calf, and the
feeding of calves by the nipple
pail method. There will also be
three rings of cows shown in
front of the dairy barn, one ring
of dry cows, and one ring of bulls.
J. B. Guess, president of the
Dairy club, and M. H. Alman have
charge of the entire exhibit.
Among those in charge of the
various exhibits and demonstrationr are E. L. Young, chairman,
J. J. Rankin, A. C. Carmichael,
T. C. Breazeale, G. R. Hamilton.
F. M. Rain, W. L. K^.ard, Frank
Leale, J. D. Fowler. C. M. Reynolds,
E. B. Collins, G. C. Wheeler, J. E.
Coursan, J. C. Epps, G. W. Ballentine, L. E. Dantzler, C. C. Grahm,
and W. D. Martin.

eat Exhibits Will Be Of Wide
Interest To Fair Spectators
Of interest
to
the
farmer,
business man and housewife will
be the exhibit of the Clemson
Animal Husbandry Club in the
Agricultural Fair which is to be
held here next
Saturday
and
Sunday. Exhibits of the different
qualities of meats found in wholesale and retail cuts will be displayed and exhibited to the pu'olis
with explanatory notes which will
enable purchasers to become better
acquainted with the proper methods used in shopping for meats.
The exhibit will be under the direction of Kennon S. Breazeale, junior
in the animal husbandry courses.
College
owned
thorougbred
livestock will also be shown in con-

nection with this exhibit. Students
in the Agricultural School will
demonstrate the proper methods
used in conditioning and fitting
! livestock for formal shows. After
the exhibits have been inspected,
awards will be made
to
the
students who have done the best
job of fitting their subjects for the
shows which will be held throughout the day.
Sheep and cattle hides that have
been tanned, tooled and worked
by Clemson College students also
be on exhibition along with equipment used in home slaughtering.
Proper methods in use of this
machinery will also be demonstrated.

VPI Delegation To
Gormley To Finish
Visit Clemson YMCA Gunter Air Course
A delegation of students from
Virginia Polytechnic Institute wi!l
visit the Clemson campus on Sat
urday March 15. These men will
tell of the work done by the YMCA
at VPI and while here will hold
informal meetings with Clemson
student leaders. They will also be
in charge of vespers at the Y on
Sunday.
Those included in the group are:
Wilmer Hutchison, president
of
the YMCA; Jimmie Richie, viespresident; Dick Farrier, secretary;
Barnie Higgs, treasurer; and Earl
Shifflet, assistant secretary.

|
j
j
j
i
!
|

Clifford J. Gormley, class of
1939, is expected to be graduated
from che Air Corps Basic Flying
School, Gunter Field, Montgomery,
Alabama about March 20, 1941.
Prior to his arrival at the school,
he had been attending the Air
Corps primary Training School at
Albany, Georgia, where he obtained
60 hours in the air and made his
first military solo flight on January 2.
Gormley was graduated in June
of 1939; he was a member of the
football, volleyball, and hockey
teams here at Clemson. He also
took part in the dramatic productions put on at this school.

WHEN IN ROCK HILL VISIT

SPECIALS

Life-Time
Guarantee

forfragrance under fire! You
can, too! You puff Sir Walter
in your pipe and every nose
agrees it's the mild burley
blend of grand aroma!" -

Bacterial Exams Agronomists Construct Exhibits
Of Milk, Water To Explain Scientific Methods
Feature Of Fair

Opp. Postoffice

Dean Washington
Heard Over WAIM

Disease control, effects of chemi- hibit showing the uses of sevDean W. H. Washington, head'
cals on the sail, and water culture eral chemicals in the treatment of the school of education, spoke
of field crops will be explained of the cotton disease known as from the Clemson College studios
and demonstrated, together with "damping-off". The seed will be of WAIM Tuesday morning on
Bacterial examination of milk other special features, in the extreated and planted in hundredand water will be featured in the hibits of the agromomy depart- seed plots, and will demonstrate "The American Citizen and National Defense". His talk was
exhibit of the 'lacteriology depart- ment for the Ag Fair, to be held the value of the treatments used.
sponsored by tho American Legion
ment at the Ag Fair, to be hela here March 22 and 23. The agronoJohn Culler will have an electroon the campus March 22 and 23, my exhibits will be housed on the dialysis machine on display. The Auxiliary of Anderson.
Dean Washington mentioned the
the need for nodule development of third floor of the agriculture build- machine will be in operation, and
legumes to enrich the soil will also ing.
will show the rate of removal of good work being done by the
be explained and demonstrated.
An exhibit by K. G. Lytton and various anions and cations from American Auxiliary, such as the
W. L. Bettsill and J. M. Cot- Z. T. Ford will show the effects a soil solution. The display will essay contest being held at present
tingham, agronomy juniors who of lime in the soil on plants. De- show the relative rate at which the and other activities which are
planned the exhibit and will have monstrations of the value of lime essential plant food (ions) becomes being carried out in an attempt
to awaken public interest in citicharge of it during the fair, will in the acid soil of South Carolina available to the plant.
carry on an actual bacterial exami- have been prepared for several
Billy Prentis and Bill Gardiner zenship. He emphasized the imnation of milk by the plating pro- field crops, and will show plant will have an illustrated poster on portant position of the public
cess and by direct microscopic development in soil ranging from the major soils, showing the ricks school in the defense of the nacount. Slides showing diseases that with no lime to that with and minerals from which they are tion and urged that everyone
derived and the chemical and understand this position.
transferred to the human body by an excess of lime.
J. B. Singletary, R. N. Gleason, mechanical
processes
involved.
In closing, Dean Washington
milk and water will be on display.
The disease organisms on these L. C. Hammond, and R. A. Perry- This poster will show actual stated that it is necessary, with
slides will be magnified 1000 times. will show «n exhibit of common samples of the soils and rocks.
the present position of the United
M. H. Lynn's exhibits on soil, States, that each person fill the
A bacterial examination of water field crops, all grown from selectwill be carried on as well as a ed seed. Cotton, corn, soybeans, profile will be of interest to the place in which he or she can
demonstration of good well cons- peas, tobacco, grain sorghums, and farmers of South Carolina. It will render the greatest service to the
aruction. The determination of small grains such/ as oats, wheat, show the kinds and types of the nation.
chlorine and pH, or , acidity, of and barley will make up the dis- various soils of the state with the
different soil
strata show in
water will also be demonstrated. play.
William H. McNair and Don A. color.
The exhibit will also show the
Bob Stoddard, H. H. Fellers, and
living organisms which cause nit- Benton are working on plant diseases common to South Carolina's R. E. Gettys will show reasons for
rogen fixation in legume plants.
The exhibit will be on the second major crops. Practical control the change in the state fertilizer
Theo
Mattison,
agricultural
measures will be demonstrated for laws in 1939 and the advantages
floor of the Ag building.
diseases of barley, corn, cotton, of the change. They will show a chemistry graduate in 1929, who
oats, wheat, tobacco, and other survey of the fertilizer bags and has been manager of the Auto Ficrops. Actual specimens of cotton the brands sold in South Caro- nance Company of Greenville, has
wilt will be on display, grown in lina, together with the materials been promoted to district managgoing into the make up of a er for the company for the areas
water culture.
of Greenville, Spartanburg, and '
An exhibit by R. R. Batchelor complete fertilizer.
The ASME will hold its annual
W. B. Nickles and W. N. Hen- Anderson.
national meeting in Atlanta April and M. H. . Lynn shows growing
Mattison was assistant in chem1-3. The student group conference cotton, beans, and tomatoes in derson will display a topography
for Southern colleges and univer- water culture with regulated a- form of South Carolina. This map istry in the - fertilizer analysis desities is to have its meetings Marcn mounts of the nutrients necessary will show the soil regions, outlines partment at Clemson for foul
31 and April 1 in conjunction with for proper growth. Deficiencies in of counties, county seats, location years after graduation. He is acpotash and magnesium are shown, of Experiment Stations, and the tive in Greenville civil circles, and
the national meeting in Atlanta.
S. B. Earle, vice president of the together with the results of such locations of the principal rivers of is a member of the Kiwanis Club.
the state.
natio- al society, J. A. Sams, secre- deficiencies.
Sixty University of Minnesota
tary of the Greenville branch of
John Culler and Frank Inabinet's
ASME,' and professor B. E. Fer- exhibit will show the germination
Skidmore college students have ROTC seniors are expected to be
now, honorary chairman of the of cotton and corn seeds. The started a campaign to buy a mobile called to active duty with the
Clemson student branch of the or- display will show the various stages ktchen for the British.
army immediately upon graduaton.
ganization expect , to attend the of germination and a modern
meeting.
thermostically controlled electric
. Following this meeting, there will germinator. In addition, there will
be a meeting of the Greenville be charts showing germination persection
of the ASME Thursday centages of .cotton seed collected
Royal Typewriters—Mimeographs—Friden Calculators—Furniture
night, April 3, and Friday morning from representative areas of the
Allen-Wales Adding Machines
April 4 in Greenville. The meeting most important cotton producing
will be held in connection with the counties of the state.
Anderson, Greenville, Spartanburg, Greenwood
annual Textile Exposition.
James Pitts will have an ex-

Mattison Promoted
To District Manager

Clemson Profs
To ASME Meet

H. B. HARPER & BROS.

WISHES
TO CLEMSON COLLEGE
AND THE

AGRICULTURAL FAIR
It's a very evident fact that agriculture plays a most
important part in the business life of the Piedmont

THE VARSITY GRILL

sction, and this Fair at Clemson will display to the

Excellent Food
Reasonable Prices
Three Blocks Down Oakland From Winthrop

thousands of visitors the machinery, equipment and

THE DE-LUXE DINER

methods that make farming more successful.

NEXT TO CAROLINA THEATER

Originators of World's Best Hamburgers
Greenville, S. C.

LOOK MEN! NEW SPRING
MERCHANDISE AT

VISIT SEARS IN ANDERSON

HCKE SLOAN'S
Clemson Sport Shirts, Finger Tip Coats,
Shark-Skin Slacks, Gabardine Slacks,
And New Arrow Shirts.
Juniors and Seniors Use Your ROTC
Credit.

William C.Rowland
Company

We extend a very cordial invitation for the people of
Clemson College to visit our new modern store when in
Anderson.

SAVE MONEY

ON 50,000 HEMS IN SEARS CATALOG, USE OUR CATALOG ORDER

-

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND <0.
SEARS SELL ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING TOTALING MO OR MORTON THE EASY PAYMENT PLAN

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

SERVICE

ANDERSON, S. C.
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The Ag Fair ... A SuccessClimaxing three months of intensive
effort on the part of the entire agricultural school, Clemson's first annual student sponsored agricultural fair will be
presented here on the week-end of March
22-23.
The largest project ever undertaken by
the agricultural students, the exposition
will embrace a wealth of common and
scientific interests in the field of agriculture, as well as a two day program of
events now being prepared, which will go
toward making the fair unrivaled anywhere.
According to Chairman Walker, there
will be a full layout of outstanding exhibits' developed by the various departments in the ag school . . . they will show
outstanding experiments and recent developments in the field of agriculture.
There will be a host of novel, interesting
displays that will fascinate both urban
and rural folk.
Saturday night the Animal Husbandry
department will stage a gigantic horse
show on the athletic field. There will be
eight classes of horses shown by outstanding horsemen of the state and many
novel rodeo events.
Agriculture is a science and Clemson's
scientifically trained students are presenting the exposition to show how Clemson
is combating the problems that continually face the American farmer.
Since farming is the backbone of all
industry, both urban and rural folk will
benefit by coming to Clemson March 22-23
to share in this worthy venture. H. W. H.

Religious Emphasis Week
Will Be A Huge Success
Religious Emphasis Week, scheduled for
the week of March 17, will mark another
success in the annual services held here
at Clemson, from all indications at the
present time.
Both faculty members and students have
enthusiastically entered into the preliminary activities necessary for the programs.
This year, as never before, the student
body has received the plans in fine spirit
and keen anticipation of interesting programs.
We believe that this year's services will
be a greater success than those of preceding years. It can hardly fail to be so
with the amount of work the sponsors are
doing and with the favorable attitude that
the students hold toward the Religious
Emphasis Week.

An Example For Other
Societies To FollowWith the placing of the Thomas G.
Clemson statu e on the campus next Saturday, the Blue Key scores another triumph in service to the school. We don't
say that the Blue Key deserves all the
credit for the statu e, but they did originate the project and do most of the work
in obtaining funds to be used in paying
for it.
The Tiger is not alone in wishing that
some of the other so-called campus service
societies would render some of the services that they were organized to give.
There are many needs for such services
here at Clemson, and no excuse exists to
support the reasons given for their inactivity. We would like to suggest that
the leaders of these organizations do
something to improve the records of their
societies.

The Tiger this week salutes Dr.
Pickens S. McCollum for his philanthropical contributions to Clemson
men.
For the past several decades the L.
C. Martin Drug Co., of which he is
owner, has been a familiar haunt to
every Clemson student during his college career. Whether for the purpose
of reading the free magazines or whether for the purpose of getting "Doc"
to hold the check that goes to finance
the dance week-end, Clemson students
are always welcomed with his familiar
smile and cheery voice. Many have
been the students who have benefited
by his benevolent actions.
Believing that all Clemson men are
gentlemen, "Doc" has .through this
philosophy, gained the admiration of
all who know him.

The American WayThe Lend-Lease Bill is now the law of
the land.
The question was fully debated by both
of the United States' legislative bodies,
composed of men who are fully aware of
the problems now facing our country.
With the amendments that have been
made, the bill as it stands is designed
to help preserve the way of the world
democracies—to preserve most of all our
American democracy.
Without any "worldy wise" attitude, we,
as college students, are aware of the vast
proportions of this legislative measure, and
we feel that our competent legislators
have acted wisely. We believe that the
Lend-Lease Bill is a long step toward preserving the American way.
H. W. H.

Students Must Pay
Debts To Get DipsIn the past from time to time numerous
attempts have been made by well-meaning
student organizations to install a system
or a plan whereby all cadets would be required to pay all personal debts to downtown merchants before the end of the
school year. For one reason or another
all of these previous efforts have proved
unsuccessful, but The Tiger believes that
the following plan, originated and to be
instigated by the senior council will be
successful, and that the cadet corps and
the merchants of Clemson will benefit
greatly by its success.
About three weeks before the end of
school, cadets who are in debt to downtown merchants will be reminded by the
senior council of the debts. These cadets
will be asked to settle these debts before
the end of school or to make arrangements with their creditors for later settlement. To the personal records of those
students who leave or graduate from
Clemson owing merchants, there will be
attached, unless the cadet has made arrangements for future payment, a "letter
to whom it may concern" stating that
the student did leave Clemson owing debts
on the campus.
The senior council does not intend to
meddle into the personal affairs of the
members of the student body, but is working for the success of this plan in an effort to insure the cadet corps a good credit
rating with Clemson merchants and to
enable these merchants to continue to extend to the student body, credit without
interest or security.
The Tiger heartily endorses this plan and
believes that it will be successful in its effort to maintain the credit rating of the
cadet corps, and will prevent any cadet
who may have contracted personal debts,
from leaving Clemson without realizing
that he has an obligation to fulfill before
leaving.
C. B. L.

The Uniform ... A Sign
Of The GentlemanClemson students live under an obligation to the uniform that they wear without
being aware of the debt they owe it.
Seldom do they realize the privileges the
student in uniform enjoys that are not
extended to other students.
The man who gives a cadet a ride, cashes
a check, or otherwise helps him does not
hesitate to do so, for he knows him to be
a Clemson man; that he can be trusted.
• The cadet who wears the uniform should
always be on his guard not to do anything
that would lower its prestige.

A GUMCHEWIN6
CONTEST HELDi
' AT DEPAUW
UNIVERSITY
WAS WON BY
A STUDENT
FOR TWO FULL YEARS,
WHO CHEWED
1917-1918, NOT A VIRGINIA
100 STICKS
POLY PLAYER WAS EJECTED
FROM ANY. GAME FOR
OF GUM AT
PERSONAL FOUL .'
ONCE/

It is surprising to outsiders how complete the foreign
and military situation occupies the attention of almost
every person at Clemson.
But it is not surprising to anyone who knows how
profoundly the present crisis is and will affect Clemson
students and faculty members.
The senior class'faces .the most sure military future.
About 300 are slated to graduate, and 276 will receive
commissions in the reserve corps at commencement. The
war department has already assured all who get commissions that they will probably be called to active service for
a year—or for the duration of the emergency.
That is why most of the men*
are so profoundly concerned. Many Forensic ALL-STATE FORENSIC
of them already have jobs, and de- TOURNAMENT ended last week
partment heads say that they as another colossal failure. It was
could easily get jobs for eyery even a more complete failure than
graduate. Not a Clemson senior I the tournament which was conbelieve, would hesitate to serve in ducted here a year ago when two
the Army as long as the United schools besides Clemson competed
States is imperiled. But it is rather for the state "championship" in
dissallusioning to get out of school forensics.
and face the same situation which
This year only Winthrop
many of their fathers faced a little
(loyal Wfnthrop) came over
more than twenty years ago. Only
to complete with Clemson.
worse.
We, of course, are always
Throughout our high school
glad 10 meet Winthrop on a
and early college training, we
competetive or any other basis.
were told that war was not
But we could ask Winthrop
necessary;that civilization had
over almost any weekend for
advanced, and that internaa debate. This was an Alltional arguments could be setState tournament to determine
tled by arbitration. It may be
the state championships.
that the present argument
MISMANAGEMENT
which involves the economic,
It is hard to say just where
political, and social future of
the blame for the failure of the
the world could have been settournament lies. But something
tled by arbitraiion, but that
is wrong and mismanaged. Clemson
stage is passed. Clemson men
has the facilities to conduct the
are aware that the United
outstanding forensic competition Df
States faces a perilous future;
this kind n the state. Earl Mazo
the most turbid of her history.
demonstrated two years ago with
They are prepared intellectually
the STATE College Press Associaand in military training to do
tion that Clemson can put on a
their damndest the future of
convention when the proper work
America shall be as bright as
and initiative are put behind it.
the past.
The press convention which was
held here was the best one in the
ON GOING TO WAR
history of the organization.
A Clemson senior wrote this
poem for his one-love this week:
COULD BE A SUCCESS
When I'm drafted and go to
If that Calhoun Forensic
war
Tournament
is to be contiIt's you I'll be fighting for.
nued, it is high time that the
If for my fighting you don't
members of this organization
give a damn.
woke up to the fact that an
Then, Then I'll fight for Uncle
interprise of this type requires
Sam.
publicity, planning and work.
Most of all work. If the tournament is to be continued, a
FORENSIC TOURNAMENT
committee which is willing io
The second
annual
Calhoun

Letters To
Tom Clemson
(Editor's Note: — We wish
to take this occasion to make
it clear that The Tiger is not
responsible for
any
views,
theories or opinions expressed
in 'The Talk of the Town"
column. They are original with
the writer and that column is
the only part of the paper that
is not supervised by The Editor.
Dear Tom:
We're writing this letter to
clarify a remark made in your
'Talk of the Town" in last week's
TIGER, wherein it was plainly
stated that our organization, the
Company Commander's Club, had
accomplished exactly nothing this
year.
It was also suggested that we
fivise the Book of Regulations
and become the active organization that we supposedly are.
Tom, we're not complaining or
criticizing in any manner, but
we do feel that the remark was
uncalled for and certainly untrue.
Therefore, for the Information of
all concerned, we list some of the
things that we have accomplished
with a measurable degree of success.
They are as follows:
1. Sponsored Red Cross Drive.
2. Sponsored Christmas Seal
Sale.
3. Sponsored drive for sup-

plies for needy families and
distributed same.
4. Sponsored Salvation Army
drive.
5. Abolished unnecessary drives
in barracks.
C. Corrected
incidents
on
individual companies for the
betterment of the Cadet
Corps.
7. Sponsored Senior
Platoon
drive.
8. Disposed of over 600 license plates for Athletic Association.
9. Collected
funds for the
Senior Class.
Tom, we feel that we have had
a very active and succesful first
semster and we have been complimented by school officials for
such work. Therefore, we feel thaj
the remark that we accomplished
nothing is entirely out of place
and we wish to correct it.
As for revising the Book of
Regulations, Colonel Pool knows
that we are ready, willing and able
to try and accomplish any task or
feat that he may wish us to perform. We stand ready to do anything for the good of the school,
and if Colonel Pool wishes us to
revise the Book of Regulations,
we will do our best to do a first
rate job.
Sincerely,
Company Commander's Club
F. H. Horton, Pres.

WOW!
The University of South Carolina has a beautiful campus. The
new library is an architectural
masterpiece. However, one takes
his life in his hands whilei strolling within the college auditorium,
it's so decrepit. Decripit? Why the
building is so decrepit that whenever anyone walks across the floor,
the termites have to hold hands
PROPAGANDA
Over in bomb stricken Europe,
they may or may not still play
popular music over the radio. Ac
least there is no ASCAP over
there. If Adolf and Benito should
compile a list of the ten most
popular tunes of the continent for
propaganda purposes, would number one be "Frenesi"? "A Stone's
Throw from Heaven"? Oh no, that
would not be in the spirit of the
times, Adolf and Benito have released the following hit paradp.
Traaa Traaa
(Supposed to be
bugles).
L.When the Bombers Come
Back to Picadilly.
2. Heil, Heil, the Gang's All
Here.
3. Begin the Barrage.
4. Beat Me, Ajax, Eight to
the Bar.
5. Torpedo Junction.
6. Gunboat Serenade.
7. Tanks for Everything.
8. Whispering Blasts.
9. The Call of the Cannon.
10. All this, and Hitler too.
And here's a "Fortunate Blow"
extra,
an ASCAP
(American
Society Crushing all Pro-Natzism»
tune. A medley of "I'll be Glad
When You Are Dead You Rascals
You," and "We're in the Army
Now."
NICE APIN
Here's something we saw in the
Grove city College COLLEGIAN
'And then there's Charles "Tuffy" Timmons, Ace fullback
at
Clemson who scored 22 points
while wearing jersey No. 22. Athletic officials plan to give him
No. 99 next fall.
Coach
Howard
please
take
notice.
SOUR GRAPES
It seems that the Wilson-Kimball scrap is gone but not forgotten. The statement has been published that the direct cause of
Kimball's loss of sensibility was
the blow received when he hit the
floor. They say that "Golden Boy"
hardly layed a glove on him until
the lucky punch. We are not saying Kimball is not a great fighter
for he is, but almost anyone who
was at the fight will agree that
brother Kimball was communing
with the unknown before he hit
the canvas.
HEAD LINE!
I have no right to talk about
good journalism, but I was a bit
taken aback and amused no end
when I opened a copy of this weeks
Charleston College METEOR and
was greeted by two lines of one
inch bold faced type declaring
that:
FRESHMEN MAY WEAR RAT
CAPS NEXT YEAR.
BUNGLES FOR BRITAIN
The Chapin-Brittain feud has
come to the parting of the ways
Before i write a big 30 to this
petty squabble, let me make a
comment.
Britain's last column carried the
news that English students at
Carolina plan to find out whether
Bacon was Shakespeare or whether
Shakespeare was the real McCoy
by reading
my
Shakespearian
quotation and then opening both
graves. The body which had turned over would then be William.
Well, since Britain entered the
field of Journalism and Politics,
the coffins of all those great
Statesmen and Newspapermen who
who have passed into the unknown
have been equipped
with
ball
bearings.

THIS
COLLEGIATE
WORLD
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
One of our more confused and
discouraged friends has lived out a
little story that strikes us dumb
because its logic can't be refuted,
because it's an honest confession,
and mostly because it's a good
story.
Our friend majored in Democratic Institutions and recently decided to change his major. He called on one of the deans. "I want
to change my major from Democratic Institutions, sir," he said. "I
want to major in history now.'
The dean wanted to know why,
and our friend replied: "Well, sir,
I honestly don't think there's any
future to Democratic Institutions."
He thought a minute and then
he said: "As a matter of fact, sir,
I don't think there's any future
to history, either."
(We stole this item from the
columns of The Dartmouth, even
though we know there isn't much
future to stealing, either).
More than 60O rural California
physicians are supplied with current scientific literature by the
University of California medical
school.
exert the proper energy must
be named by the council early
in the fall to let the college
students of the state know
that the tournament will be
conducted before the week that
it is planned.
There are many students at
Clemson who want the tournament continued. It is a good idea.
But when the members of the
society select the men to promote.
the tournament of 1942, they will
do well to be sure that they chose
men who are interested in making it a success.

—that the nut season has offi- stop quick, Vic would disappear.
—oscar eays—
cially begun with the announce—that if Georgia of the Zoo
ment that all day cadets will meet
doesn't change to kissproof, Eugene
retreat.
—oscar says—
the Cheap Hilburn will soon be—that he (Oscar) really wishes come Eugene the Chief, for he
that he .had been at the Furman comes over every weekend wearfrat dance last weekend. He can ing full war paint. And he' (Oscar)
give ■ a number of names on re- wonders if changing her brand
quest who were walking on air.
would do any good.
—oscar says—

—oscar says—

—that Fritz Dent's arm should
—that some how he (Oscar)
be well after all the exercise he just can't reconcile the acts ol
gave, it in Greenville last Friday some of the big shots with the
night.
'
methods he (Oscar) uses to slave
—oscar says—
his conscience.
—that Chippy (none for me)
—oscar says—
Maness has become a fixture at
—that now is the time for all
Limestone.
good men to come to the aid oi
—oscar says—
their country.
—that he wishes all the boys
—oscar says—
who are jeaTous of Claude Poole
—that maybe the Zoo sophowould quit griping because he's mores can advertise "not a drip,"
got five jobs. Grades are every- but he (Oscar) would like to have
thing.
more proof than has come his
—oscar says—
—that from all reports from way.
—oscar says—
Athens, Georgia is a wonderful
—that if Ralph Hall's mail conplace to go on week ends. For tinues to come in such gushes, hi
references see Sam Davis.
can soon claim a rebate from thi
—oscar says—
«
—that the trip to Ashville must post office department—Also
have been some-^
.
Ask monoply on the Augusta high
school talent.
'Scarface" Cannon] ,/
—oscar says—

—oscar says—

—oscar says—

—nscar says—

—that he wonders why the
—that he (Oscar) wonders what
'Snake" Leitner will do next Forensic Tournament boys didn'1
Hallman, Coward, and Lloyd B. go to Winthrop to see their good
are a lot to handle at one time. girls in the first place.
—oscar cays—
To say nothing of the one at
—that one Claude (Boots) Poole
Furman.
has to post his newspaper publi—oscar says—
—that he's warning one-half of city on his door to convince him'Us" at Winthrop to watch out. self that he is a great man.
—oscar says—
Snaking. on a CDA snake is a
—that Jack Benfield, Budds
dangerous policy.
Harmon, and Tim Timmermar
—oscar says—
—that he wishes Poppa Wilson are setting an example for theii
would cut his hair now that the colleagues on how to succeed in
boxing season is over.
the teextile industry.
—that he thinks that sophomore
—that he hears Bob Hickerson
Marshall takes the prize of the will soon only have to be successweek for wearing a colonel's ful in WAR to live up to a weli
blouse to the Zoo last Sunday known adage.
night.
■—oscar says—
■—oscar says—
—that he, too, was amazed when
—that from the looks of things Balfour Foster, "A Captain ovel
there must have been a large time at Clemson" let a Furman fraterhad in the Block 'C" room last nity man whip man off at tht
Saturday night.
Zoo.
■—oscar i aye—

■—oscar says—

—that he hears army life Isn't
—that Duffy's taste must be
as hard as could be. Especially if changing when she changes from
you are posted at Camp Con- Simmons to a preacher man.
verse (Croft).
'—oscar says—■—oscar cays—
—that Spring is springing—and
—that Frank Rogers has In- the Army can't be very far becreased the size of his teritory to hind.
include Richmond, Va., and he
—oscar says—
(Oscar) warns "Jinki" to watch
—that them as which are lookout or the small one will get out ing forward to late-dating during
of hand.
Athletic Ball, would best remem—oscar rays—
ber that most of the muscle men
—that he thought he was away really are muscle men.
from Clemson the other day when
—oscar fays—
he sat behind three Porto Rican
—that George (I was presidenj
cadets in the free show, and he of the freshman class) Coble al
(Oscar) wishes they would make last broke into print again, even
their remarks in English so he If he did have to knock his hat
could enjoy them too.
off at retreat to do it.
■—oscar eay&—

—oscar says—

—that he wants to compliment
—that contrary to popular belief,
Captain Carder on the frog he the line "Pardon me, but" you look
laid last week.
just like Margie" wasn't original
■—oscar fays—
—that Vic Foster and George with McManus. It belongs to Nei]
Shirley have an agreement. Foster Radcliffe. —oscar says—
wears Shirley's boots to lab to
—that Jimmy really should have
break them in and in turn for
sat
with the girl he invited to the
this Foster will get Shirley's job
on the new Taps staff. Oscar game. She didn't dress up like
believes that if Shirley were to that for the benefit of the players

What is your reaction to the Religious Emphasis Week Program? How many meetings do you plan to attend?
By STILES STRIBLING
W. R. O'Shields (4) Seneca. I am
very much in favor of Religious
Emphasis Week, and I hope every
one will enjoy next week as much
as I have enjoyed the services in
the past. Let's all take part next
week and make it a great success.
I am planning to attend every
service that it is possible for me
to attend next week.
G. H. Momeier (2) Charleston. I
plan to attend' at least three. I
think it is an excellent idea.
S. H. Anthony (3) Greenville. I
think it's a good thing and I plan
to go to them all, but I agree with
the Tiger Brotherhood in that the
meetings should not be compulsory.
The boys ought to go on their own
desire.
M. Goldin (1) Charleston. I think
it's a very good idea to get the boys
in the habit of attending church
services. I plan to go to at least
three of. them.
J. D. Simonds (2) Orlando, Fla. I
am going to attend as many as
possible. I think it's a very good
idea as it's being run this year.
There's no use in boring the boys
who don't want to go.
W. W. Kirven (3) Darlington. I
think that Religious Emphasis
Week should be observed by all the
boys, but that it should not be
compulsory. I plan to go to all
the meetings.
T. W. Gadden (1) Chester. I.think
it is a good thing. It might interest
some of the boys in going to church
again. I plan to attend at least
four meetings.
E. F. Wilson (4) Abbeville. I think
that Religious Emphasis Week is a
fine thing for the moral of the
cadet corp. I also think that the
student body should vote on the
speakers for the programs. I plan
to attend about three.
C. D. Boyce (1) Pelzer. I'm very

much in favor of it. I plan to attend as many as possible.
G. L. Stanton (2) Florence. I
think it's a very fine thing. The
cadet corp will get a lot of good out
of it. I plan to attend all of the
meetings that I possibly can.
C. W. Hall (2) Mount Ulla, N. C.
I think it is nice for the churches
to set aside a week for Religious
Emphasis because it will promote
interest in the church. I'm going to
as many as possible.
K. E. Gilmer (1) Anderson.
I
think it will build up interest in
church work in addition to the
actual good the talks will do. I'm
going to as many as possible.
T. E. Croxson (2) Charlotte, N. C.
I plan to attend all that are required. Religious Emphasis is fine,
but I don't like the compulsory part
of it.
R. J. Betters (2) Pittsfield, Mass.
I think this is a good opportunity
to put Clemson cadets back into
a religious mood. Maybe it will
get some of the boys to thinking
anyway. I plan to attend at least
two or three.
Herbert Moses (1) Sumter. I think
Religious Emphasis Week Is a very
good thing, and I'm all for It. I'm
going to as many as I can.
F. S. Winstead (2) Mulllns. I'm in
favor of it. I think it will get more
of the boys interested in church
services. I plan to attend as manj
as possible.
D. C. Byrd (1) Clinton.- I think
it's a good thing and should do a
lot of good. I plan to go to four
or five at least.
E. D. Roberts (2) Athens, Ga. 1
think it's one of the best things this
school has. I plan to attend at least
half of the meetings.
C. D. Crosby (2) Chester. I think
it's a good thing. I think it's being
handled a lot better this year. At
least half of them.

FIVE
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Students Must Pay Debts Before Leaving School Council Orders
Determine
Offenders Before
End Of Semester

Engineers Needed
By Civil Service In
National Defense

Because of the increasing need
for engineers in national defense
work, the United States Civil SerThe Senior Council, student govhas again anemoring body, this week issued vice Commission
nounced
an
examination
to fill
the following order in an effort to
require cadets who have incurred junior engineer positions in all
branches of engineering, at salarlegitimate debts ■ with Olemson ies of $2,000 a year, less 3 1-2 permerchants to take care of these cent retirement deduction. Appliobligations or to make satisfactory cations will be rated as received
arrangements for payment with at the Commission's Washington
office until
December 31, 1941.
their creditors before the end of Qualified persons who do not have
school. "This order" said council
ii^imio'ii eligible ratings under previous
president Roy Pearce "is
™=I„™ a«+,,!w Junior engineer examinations held
Clemson student
i„ ..
*—„,,„„,„„ in
,„ the
«,„ past
„„„,.
to
enable the
w ™™
««.
™"
3uyte
Commission
body to continue to be able to get ^ ^ urged tQ fUe theif app]i.
unlimited credit, without interest
cations at once.
or security with Clemson merAppointees will perform profeschants from those few cadets who sional engineering work, including
intentionally or by oversight leave assisting in experimental research,
school in debt to them. College of- design or testing
of machinery,
fiicials have given their approval and testing and inspection of ento the order The order is:
gineering materials. Separate em1. All debts must be paid or, some,
„„t * ployment lists will be established
arrangements made that are sat-^ ^ recognized branch of en_
sifactory to creditor before the end gmeermg.
of the second
semester of each
Competitors must have completyear or the debtor will be called ed a four year engineering course,
before the senior council two except that seniors will be admitweeks before the end of school ted under certain special condiand shall be duly warned. If by tions. They will not be required
the end of the semester the debt to take a written test, but will be
is still not paid or no satisfactory rated on their education and will
arrangements have been made with be given additional
credit for
creditor by the, debtor, a letter graduate study in engineering, or
shall be attached to debtor's per- for engineering experience.
sonal record and will be leeft there
Further information and appliuntil settlement is made to satis- cation
forms may be obtained
faction of creditor.
from the Secretary of the Board
2. Any advanced ROTC junior or of Civil Service Examiners at any
senior found under similar cir- first-class or
second-class post
cumstances will forfeit his chance office, or from the U. S. Civil Serfor his commission in the ORC by vice Commission, Washington, D.
recommendation of the comman- C.
dant.
3. In passing this order the senior council realizes that the Clemson merchants charge no rate of
interest on loans made to students
and that they do this onlv for the
Clemsonians who were tuned to
convenience of cadets who loans the Columbia Broadcasting Sysor credit until money is available. tem's regular international newsNo time limit is set when the debt cast yesterday morning heard a
is to be paid and as a result some familiar voice. It was that of Ben
few students will overlook either Robertson, famous Clemson jourintentionally or accidentally re- nalist and foreign war corresponpayment of debt. By this order
dent for PM.
Clemson men will have unlimited
Ben left Clemson about three
credit rating with Clemson mer- weeks ago after working steadily
chants and both students and for twenty days on his story of the
merchants will benefit.
Battle of
Britain, "I Saw EngBy order of the Senior Council:
land." He arrived in London day
R. Roy Pearce, Chairman.
before yesterday.
His book, which, according to
CLUB HOLDS DANCE"
John Lane of the English departHarold Cochran, president of
ment who read the manuscript, is
the
Clemson
College
Dancing written in his easy personal style,
Club, announced this week that was scheduled to be printed last
members and their invited guests Friday, but technical difficulties
have their monthly dance sche- delayed publication. The book will
duled for the club-rooms in the probably be on sale here within
Y on Saturday night. March 15. two or three weeks, however.
Grounds and equipment worth
more than $500,000 have been acProve that and I'll give you an
quired in the last year by Wash- A on your next nine drawings.
ineton . and Jefferson college.
—Klugh
Fisheries experts conferred recently at Harvard university on efI don't mind your going to sleep
forts to Increase the numbers of sleep one by one, but when you
lobsters in Atlantic coastal wat- start going to sleep in squads, I
ers.
balk.
—Hufford

Robertson Arrives;
Speaks Over CBS

N. E. MARCUM
Jeweler

FOR GOOD EATS
Come To

Easley, S. C.

CENTRAL CAFE

WHEN IN ANDERSON
VISIT

Project
Alumni Plan Endowment Fund Housing
Soon Be Ready
For College, Woodward Says
Survey Indicates
Education Not
Over-Emphasized

By Associated Collegiate Press
The Journal of the National Education Association has summarized
the results of an enlightening survey
of the public's attitude toward education. Co-operating in the survey
were the American Council on Education, the American Youth Commission, the American Institute of
Public Opinion, and the General
Education Board.
In presenting the survey summary, Frank W. Hubbard, director
of research for the National Education Association, points out that
lack of public support is responsible for the fact that "plans for
improving education so frequently
remain between the protective covers of reports." The present survey,
he continues, is one of the first
national polls of public attitudes
with regard to youth and education.
Nearly 4,000 persons were interviewed—a number sufficiently large to
insure accuracy within 3 to 4 per
cent of the results to be expected
from a similar survey of the entire
adult population.
Here are highlights of the survey:
WORTHY TROPHIES:—Clemson's own Warren Wilson with the
Is Education Over-Emphasized
trophy he won after KO'ing the second opponent who stood between
Today? Seventy-three per cent of
him and the Southern Conference championship, and more imthe public say "no"; 21 per cent
portant, in the insets, are shown the recently announced Mrs.
say that it is over-emphasized; 6
Warren Wilson and young one year old junior.
per cent have no opinion.
By BILL LEE
Has Education Improved? EightyL-2
company's
basketball team
five per cent answer "yes—better";
6 per cent answer "about the same"; fought there way into the finals
7 per cent think it is poorer; and of the basketball tournament last
night by defeating a stubborn K2 per *cent have no opinion.
Continued from page 1.
Should Youth Discuss Issues? 2 team 25-19. It was a hard fought
Angels' Chorus
Schubert Seventy-two per cent think that game all the way through with
From Goethe's Faust
young people should discuss contro- the score at the half bein 14-13 in
GLEE CLUB
versial subjects among themselves; favor of the L-2 team. Hill and
18 per cent are oppcwd; and 10 Rawls paced the winners with
AUSTIN—Coiieges and universi- Waltz Song—"Romeo
nine points
apiece, and Galway
per cent have no opinion.
ties over the national will lose 11
and Juliet"
Gounod
Do Teachers Favor The Wealthy? rang up six points for the losers.
per cent of their male students to Love went a-riding
Bridge Forty-seven per cent do not think L-2 will have a few days rest beUncle Sam's defense this summer, Behave yoursel' beteachers are biased in this respect; fore playing for the championif these students today accurately
fore folk
Grinnell 40 per cent think the bias exist?; ship as there are several games to
be played in the other bracket.
prognosticate their future, Student
MILLICENT FAISON
and 13 per cent have no opinion.
Opinion Surveys of America disIs Too Much Spent For Schools? The winner of the F-l and 1-2
Treharne Nineteen per cent say "not enough"; game plays L-l to go against the
closed in the results of a national The Pearl Diver
Clokey 47 per cent, "about right"; 14 per winner of the D-2 and 1-1 game
sampling. Projected against the The Last Night
Clokey cent say "too much"; 20 per cent to be in the finals. The victory of
total enrollment in college today, A Snow Legend
the latter will play the L-2 comGLEE CLUB
this figure suggests that more
do not know.
pany for the championship of this
than 30,000 -college men believe
Should The Poorer States Be
Cyril Scott Helped? Fifty per cent agree that tournament.
they will either be called by their Lento
Debussy the poorer states need help in order
local draft board or else they will Minstrels
Chancellor John Gabbert Bowvolunteer for their year's service KATHARINE JOHNS, PIANIST to have good schools; 23 per cent
recently
completed
his
disagree; and 23 per cent are un- man
instead of returning to school in
Nightingale
Tschaikowsky decided. About one person in three twentieth year as head of the
the fall.
Children of the Moon
Warren is willing to pay higher federal University of Pittsburgh.
Because of the Selective Act Love lives over .
A rare map of Italy, the work
taxes in order to provide help to
provision
permitting
deferment
the hill
Rowley poorer states.
of H. Moll in 1714, was recently
until June 1 for all men 21 or over Twenty, Eighteen
Arr. by
Should Poor Families Be Helped presented to Fordham university.
enrolled in school, very few unDeems Taylor To Educate Their Children? SevenUniversity of Minnesota employdergraduates have already entered
Misses Faison, Hite, Fishburne, ty-two per cent would help families ment bureau has placed nearly
into their year of military train- Cox, Timmons,
Lyles Cardwell, send their children to high school; 1,200 NYA students in campus
ing.
Lindsay, Wolfe.
12 per cent specify certain condi- employment.
Besides the 11 per cent above,
tions for such help; 12 per cent are
nearly 10 per cent are not plan- Alphabet
Mozart opposed to such *id; and 4 per cent
ning to return to school next Loch Lomond
Traditional have no opinion.
YOUR BUSINESS HIGHLY
year, but do not believe they will Rain
'. Curran
Should The Government Provide
APPRECIATED AT
be drafted or will volunteer. Peter Piper
Bridge Work For Youth? Eighty-two per
Nearly four-fifths of the students Alma Mater
cent approve of a special part-time
now in school believe they will
GLEE CLUB
work and training program for unreturn for at least one more year's
employed youth; 11 per cent do not
study. This should not be interOther members of the Glee Club approve; and 7 per cent are unCLEMSON, S. C.
preted to mean that college enroll- are Betty Barr, Georgetown; Peg- decided.
ments will be depleted by 11 per gy Baily, Springfield: Anna Bicoff,
cent. This figure is merely an Virginia Cox, Alive Glominski,
indication as to how much the Spartanburg; Lillian Dowling, Brun
defense program is liable to affect son; Louise Anderson, Winnsboro;
Elza Meyers, Joyce Hetzel, Clifthe college male.
The exact percentages, as found ton Strohecker, Charleston; Sara
by the Surveys through inter- Hamilton, Rock Hill; Ann Wolfe,
views taken on the score of camp- Emily Wolfe, Granp/3burg; Sara
uses participating in the poll, are Clarkson, Hopkins; Leila Hughes,
Walhalla; Jeanette Hite Whitmire;
as follows:
Marie Fox, Greelyville; Louise Fry,
Will volunteer or be
drafted
11.2% August, Ga.; Elizabeth Bird, Graven, N. C; Louise Nance, Jennie
Will return to College
79.2
Parker, LaNelle Penny, Sumter;
Will Do Neither
9.6
(This tabulation does not include Nancy Padgett, Walterboro; Marianne Marscher, Beaufort; Joyce
the 6 per cent Who are undecided.)
Gayden, Eastover; Lil Hair, BarSlightly more than a year ago,
bara Bundrick, Mildred Carroll,
Mary Isla Crumpler, Dorothy Dillard, Phyllis Holman, Millicent Faison, Betty Fisburne, Jane Kirkpatrick, Shirley Sumner, Virginia
Cardwell, Lillian Perkins, Janice
Virgeson, Margaret Osborne, Murrell Smkith, Sara Wahl, all of Columbia.
March 14—"Trail of the Vigilantes"—Franchot Tone, Peggy
Moran, Mischa Auer.

1-2 Defeats K-2
To Reach Finals
In Tournament

PrettyStudents Expect Forty-Six
Girls Make Group
Only One Tenth
Number To Army

PETE'S LUNCH ROOM NO. 1

14 Pendleton Street

PROOF
No. 1

JOINT EXPECTANCY OP LIFE OF HUSBAND
AND WIFE AT SPECIFIED AGES*
Present
Present Age of Husband
Age of
Wife
| 20
25 | 30 | 35 | 40 | 45 | 50
55 | 60
20
| 35.5 33.6 1 31.4 |
|
1
25
| 33.8 32.2 | 30.4 | 28.2 |
j
1
30
30.7 | 29.1 | 27.3 | 25.1 |
1
1
35
| 27.5 | 26.0 | 24.2 21.9 |
1
40
{
| 24.3 | 22.8 | 20.9 | 18.7
•1
45
1
1
1
1 «" 19.6 | 17.7 15.5
50
1
i
i
!
1 17.8 | 16.3 14.6 12.6
•According to United States Life Table.

"WESTERN
UNION"
vith

RETIRES:—Major
S. Manor
Martin, science, who will retire as Grand Master of South
Carolina Masons this weekend.

Vespers last Sunday were conducted by a delegation of students
from Lander College.
Those included in the group
were Misses Louise
Timmerman
of Westminster, president; Ruth
Grubbs, secretary; Mary Livingston; Beatrice Kirkland;
Doris
Mc.Kinney; Lottie Browning; Sarah
Watkins; Gwen Walton; Frances
Bishop; Nancy Winebrenner; Sara
Corley; and Martha Mason.
Besides music presented by the
group, the playing of the violin by
Miss Mason and the piano by Miss
Bishop was unsually well received
by those present. Approximately
900 students and campus
folk
heard these visiting friends from
Lander College.

THE TOTAL COST OF RENTING
|

10 yrs.

|

15 yrs.

|

20 yrs.

$20

$1200

$2400

$3600

$4800

$25

$1500

$3000

$4500

$6000

$30

$1800

$3600

$5400

$7200

$40

$2400

$4800

$7200

$9600

—

We Finance Homes At Clemson

FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOC.
J. B. WOODSON, Sec'y & Treas.

Anderson, S. C.

Randolph Scott,
Robert Young,
Dean Jagger

ON THE STAGE
WEDNESDAY
MARCH 19th

DON BESTER

NICK'S BEST DINER

And His Orchestra
World's Best Hamburger

and Entertainers

Curb Services
N. Main St.
Greenville

Greenville, So. Car

Clemson's 2,334 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure . . .

WHY?
BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Clemson College Laundry

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE
South Carolina's Leading Store
For Men And Young Men
'Clemson Headquarters In Greenville'

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

Greenville, S. C.

AT

SULLIVAIVT
HARDWARE CO. 1 ^1
Anderson, South Carolina

Schedule of Pictures Coming to the Y.M.C.A

Lander Girls At
Sunday Vespers

PROOF
5 yrs.

.TODAY—FRI.—SAT.
In Technicolor
ZANE GREY'S

PATTERSON'S
BARBER SHOP

THIS IS LIFE!

|

Mr. J. H. Woodward, secretary
of the Clemson Fouhdation, last
week announced plans for the
creation of an endowment fund
for Clemson College. The Clem-'
son Foundation is a unit of the
Clemson Alumni Corporation.
Mr. Woodward plans to write
all former Clemson students all
over the world to ask them to contribute at lease one day's salary
to the fund. "The College is old
enough now," he said, 'to have
graduated many men who hold
high places in the business, profesional and mechanical world.
They will be able to start the
fund and influence others in cooperating with the drive for
funds."
A small donation, he said 'will
not seriously handicap any one
. . . but.it will bring in, all told, a
nice sum ... to be used for the
college and its students."
It was pointed out the money
received will be invested and the
income alone will be used for college expenditures.
Clemson, although graduating
its first class in 1896, is the
State's youngest institution of
higher learning.

WELCOME AT

DEPARTMENT STORE

Rent Paid
Per Month

Grads Be Asked
To Give A Day's
Salary To Fund

CLEMSON MEN ARE ALWAYS

EFIRDS

No. 2

A new forty-two lot housing development, to be known as Cleihidn Heights, will soon be ready
for inspection and purchase. Located oh the high hill to the south
of the e»mpus, the development
Will eommahd a view of the* cathpus and the Blue Ridge moikfetaihs. The project Is being1 sponsored by Mr. Harold Major, Dr.
P. S. McCollum, Capt. F. H. Clinkscales, and Mr. F. C. Anderson.
The State Highway department
is paving the road from the dairy
barn to the development.
Forty
foot streets have been laid out,
and electricity and water facilities
will be made available in the near
future.

in February, 1940, the Surveys
found 81 per cent of the nation's
college students opposed to passage . of a bill by Congress requiring every able-bodied young man
20 years of age to enter a year's
training in the Army or Navy.
Exactly one year previous 80
per cent of the college men declared they would not volunteer if
the U. S. went to war for reasons
other than the defense of the
country, but in October, 1939, only
58 per cent said they would not
volunteer if the U. S. went to war
against
Germany
to
protect
England and France.j

Tuesday, March 25, and Afternoon of 26—"The Ramparts We
Watch."

March 15—"LiT Abner"—GranviUe Owens, Kay Sutton,

Night of March 26—"The Great Mr. Nobody"—Eddie Albert,
Joan Leslie.

Sunday, March 16—Delegation from Virginia Polytechnic Institute, at 1:30 and 6:00. Reels include "March of
Time No. 8," "The Carribean," "Stranger Than
Fiction," "Going Places."

March 27—"The Bank Dick"—W. C. Fields, Una Merkel.

Monday, March 17, Tuesday, March 18—"Son of Monte Cristo,"
Joan Bennett, Louis Hay wood. Note: This picture
will be run two days.

Night of March 29—"Escape to Glory"—Constance Bennett, Pat
O'Brien.

Religious Emphasis Week begins on Monday, March 17th, with
the noon meeting in the Field House. Dr. Edwin
McNeill Poteat will be the speaker. Meetings at 1:15
and 7 P. M. daily in the College Chapel, except
first meeting, March 17.

April 1—"Here Comes the Navy"—Pat O'Brien, James Cagney.

Wednesday, March 19—"Girl From Avenue A"—Jane Withers.

April 5—"Blondie Plays Cupid"—Penny Singleton, Arthur Lek.

Thursday, March 30—"Queen of Destiny" (Technicolor)—Anna
Naegle, C. Aubrey Smith.

April 7—"Mexican Spitfire Out West"—Lupe Velez.

Friday, March 81—"Andy Hardy's Private Secretary."

April 9—"Great Profile"—John Barrymore, Mary Beth Hughes.

Saturday, March 22—"The Mummy's Hand"—Dick Foran, Wallace Ford.

April 10 and Afternoon of 11—"Santa Fe Trail"—Errol Flynn,
Olivia DeHavilland.

Friday Night, Maroh 21—Richard Crooks at the Field House,
at 8 o'clock.
Sunday, March 23—The Hampton Institute Quartet of Hampton, Virginia. At the Y. M. C. A. at 1:30 and 6
o'clock, possibly also in the Open Air Theater or the
College Chapel at 4 o'clock. Reels following the Vespers Service include "Symphony in Snow," "Popular
Science," "Going Places," and
"Stranger Than
Fiction."
Monday, March 24—"Wild Man of Borneo" -Frank Morgan,
Bilile Burke.

March 28, and Afternoon of 29—"Honeymoon For Three"—
George Brent, Anne Sherida.

March 31—"The Mikado" (Technicolor) .Gilbert and Sullivan).
April 2—"Flight From Destiny"—Thomas Mitchell, Jeffrey Lynn.
April 3—"Football Fever."
April 4—"Invisible Woman"—John Barrymore, Virginia Bruce.

April 8—"Buck Private"—Andrews Sisters.

April 11 (night and 12)—"Mr. and Mrs. Smith"—Carole Lombard, Robert Montgomery.
April 14 and Afternoon 15—"Love Thy Neighbor"—Jack Benny,
Mary Martin.
Night, April 15—"Meet The Chump"—Hugh Herbert.
April' 16—"This Thing Called Love"—Rosalind Russell, Melryn
Douglas.
April 17—"You Are The One"—Oren Tucker, Bonnie Baker.
April 18 and Afternoon 19—"Hudson Bay"—Paul Muni.
Night, April 19—"Dispatch From Reuters"—Edwin G. Robinson.
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Clemson Highlights Of The Week

THE GOLD BUG:—Not the one of Edgar Allfti
Poe fame, but the one collected by the Clemson
entomology department along with thousands of
specimens of peculiar bugs, beetles, scarabs,
snakes, and wildlife which will be a prqminent

feature of the entomology department exhibit at
the ag fair. Hard at work arranging the exhibit
ire Billy Wilson, Washington, Frank Green, Rock
Hill, Ordway Starnes, Lancaster, and Mac Sparks,
Gaffney, chairman of the exhibit.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY:—To Professor' R. E. Lee,
head of the architectural department. Emory
Holroyd, president of the Minarets, is shown
presenting Professor Lee a gift from all students
taking architecture. The presentation was made

at a huge birthday party which was given in
Professor Lee's honor in the mess hall Wednesday night. Ed Hallman, vice-president of the
Minarets, observes.

MUSIC-MAKERS:—The Clemson Jungaleers,
will furnish the inspiration for the jivers at
Athletic' Ball Series here next week-end.
local masters-of -music are rated as one of

who
the
The
the

best college dance orchestras in the South. Leader
Lewis Cox boasts of twelve musicians and a vocalist in the band's make-up.

TARGETEERS:—Pictured above are six members
of the Clemson Rifle Team, together with their
coach, Major J. V. Sims. From left to right they
are Major Sims, team coach, A. H. Yecko, Ben
Josselson, F. A. McEntire, S. J. Wilson, firing,
J. B. Grey, and J. S. Mace, team captain. Mace

and Wilson are members of the team to fire in
the Hearst Trophy match, and will fire in postal
matches against the University of Alabama,
U. C. L.. A., V. M. I., University of Maryland,
Johns Hopkins University, and Penn State College
this week end.

MINARET INITIATES:—It's always "Praise Allah" for Minaret initiates when an old member
of the honor architectural fraternity is in their
vicinity. Here the "Scabs," as they are known,
pre praising Allah for Professor R, E> Lee, head

of the department of architecture at a birthday
party in Professor Lee's honor Wednesday night.
The initiates are, left to right, Jack Richards,
Phifer Bird, Nils -Jackson, Bobby Thomas, P. N.
Era**, lferiftO»ftckeW, jui4 P. F. Carter.

GLEE-CLUBBERS:—The officers of the Carolina Co-ed Glee Club
which The Tiger Brotherhood will present Monday night in the
college auditorium. They are Jo Lindsay, vice-president; Harriet
Williamson, secretary and treasurer; Jean Timmons, publicity director; and Millicent Faison, soloist. Inset is Lavinia Lyles, president
of the club.

This week the Tiger again presents
a full page of pictures of events of interest on the campus. Previews of four exhibits to be shown in the first annual
Agricultural Fair are on the left. Below
are pictured principal figures in the planning of the exposition. On the right are
random shots from campus activities, and
above, well, you can see for yourself.

AG ECONOMICS EXHIBIT:—Charts demonstrating farm finance, public finance, land economics,
rural sociology, and other general topics will be
a part of the agricultural economics exhibit at
the ag fair next Saturday and Sunday. Here are
Ben Anderson, of Edgefield, Julian Duscnbury, of

Florence; Melton Nexson, of Kingstree, and E. C.
Butler, of Yonges Island, hard at work on the
exhibit. Stevex Phillips, of Heath Springs, is
shown in the background as he puts the fininshing touches on one of the charts.

CANDIDATES:—Jimmy Skardbn and Theo Gage, who will be in
the final run-off election for the YMCA recording-secretary here at
Sunday Vespers. Dick Sosnowski and Ed Garrison were named
president and vice-president In an election held here two weeks ago.

AGRONOMY:—The agronomy department will
have as one of its ag fair exhibits a display of
South Carolina crops. Fertilizer recommendations
and scientific practices will be explained by
R. B. Huggins, Johnsonville, A. P. King, Ninety

Six; and J. B. Singletary, Cowards, who are
shown preparing the exhibit. In addition to this
the department will have exhibits demonstrating
water culture, plant breeding, erosion control
and many others.

SUMMER TEACHER:— Dr. J.
C. Green of the Clemson English department who will teach
English at Carolina during the
summer session this year.

PRIEST:—Father Thomas Tierney, local Catholic chaplain,
who is active with organizations of Catholic students. He
is director of the Newman
Club chapter at Clemson.

% ^18K8

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION:—When the agricultural fair opens next Saturday, the students
in ' the department of agricultural engineering
will have for their exhibit a model farm, fully
electrified, with a complete water system and

modern electrical farm equipment. Working on
the exhibit are J. M. Babb, of Gray Court, A. F.
Burgess, Anderson; T. C. Bethea, Dillon; and
J. E. Cottingham, Dillon. All are seniors majoring
in agricultural engineering.

AG FAIR:—Marshall E Walker, Agronomy
senior
from
Rock Hill, who has been serving as chairman of the Agricultural Fair which opens here
next Saturday.
%

JUNIOR CHAIRMAN: — Ed
Garrison,
Junior Agricultural
Education major from Anderson, is the junior chairman of
the Clemson Agricultural Fair.
Garrison assists Chairman Marshall Walker in directing the
exhibits being prepared for the
Fair.

PHOTOS BY BOB HUFFOBD
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Clemson Close-Ups
Lee Honored At
Party By Students
Popular Department
Head 1896 Graduate
Professor R. E. Lee, head of the
department of architecture, was the
guest of honor, and all of his architectural "boys" were the hosts
Wednesday night when the largest
birthday party of the year was
celebrated-in the college mess hall.
All professors and instructors of
the architectural department and
several college officials were present for the celebration of Professor
Lee's birthday.
Entertainment
was
furnished
throughout the banquet by Sam T.
Earle, the Minaret initiates, and
members of the school of architecture. Acts presented included a burlesque of "A Day in the Engine
House", a mock trial of Emory Holroyd, who was charged and found
guilty of being a HA to the Minaret
initiates, and a burlesque shadow
show of an "Old Maid Who Went
To Bed and Found the Man Under
the Bed Who Was Not Supposed to
be There."
Professor Lee was presented a set
of gold goblets by Emory Holroyd
at the' end of the- banquet. The
present was given by the entire
school of architecture to the
"Swellest department head at Clemson." In thanking his boys for the
gift, Professor Lee said that they
were the most congenial group of
students in {school.

Co-eds Match Men
In Knitting Meet
A little too rough kidding done
by men students at Atlanta Junior
College resulted this week, in a
knitting contest against the co-eds
and it looks as if the men will
come out holding the short end of
the yarn.
Members of the strictly maie
Tythenian Forensic Society started the whole thing by drawing up
a resolution,- to wit:
"There has been a lot of bragging and.nc end of nagging about
the feminine prowess about us:
"So, to tone down their elation,
we challenge any female agregation to a debate, an open forum,
a contest at cooking or sewing;
'Or, any other contest at which
these women think they are proficient."
The Delta Alpha Delta Sorority
snapped an acceptance for a
sweater knitting race.
To the Tythenians, who had
challenged in jest, this was a blow,
but they stood game.
Unversed in kniting, they humbled themselves and accepted instructions from their opponents
before the contest could start.
But start it did today, to run until June, when the losers must finance a dance. There are 20 knitters to a side. The group getting
the most sweaters accepted by the
Red Cross (which furnishes the
yarn), wins.
"We'll needle their pride and
pocketbooks, too," vowfd Delta
President Eleanor Watson.
"Darn that yarn," muttered TyIhenian Chief Grady Whitney.
A bust of Stephen Collins Foster,
composer of American folksongs,
will be unveiled May 27 at the
University Heights campus of New
York university .

Faculty Members
Invited To YMCA
Recreation Room
\

MY BELIEFS TODAY
I BELIEVE—That in this emergency the passage of the Conscription Act was right; that all our young men should be registered; and
that the Government should have the right to call any or all of them
into the Army; that all those young men who willfully defy the Act,
as the eight young students of Union (N. Y.) Seminary did, should be
arrested and tried for their disobedience; and, if convicted, given reasonable prison terms.
I BELIEVE—That the rest of us, men between 36 and 60 years oi
age, and all unmarried women between 18 and 60, should be registered
for employment; instruct as to the possible use the Government will
make of our powers; and required to continue working at the-same
job at the present rate of wages (with determination of pending laboi
disputes); that Labor should be denied the right to strike on Government orders, whether the product is for immediate use, as airplanes, oi
only remotely so, as textiles.
' >
I BELIEVE—That Government has the right to conscript both Management *and Industry in this emergency; that Management should
be paid for its services', as in the Army, but not more than a Colonel
receives; that Industry should not be paid as profit more than United
States bonds receive as yearly interest; but that expenses for labor,
costs of materials, and depreciation should be borne by the Government, and taxes while employed on Government work be remitted.
I BELIIEVE—That very few people realize the imminence of War or
are preparing to make the sacrifices necessary to sustain it if we should
become involved in either Ocean.
I BELIEVE—That Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness are
the most precious possessions of people in all lands; that, therefore,
they are sometimes worth fighting for and dying for.
I BELIEVE—IN AN INFINITE GOD!
W. H. MILLS.

Members of the faculty interested
in playing games including setback, bridge, checkers, chink-ercheck, and chess will meet in the
club-rooms of the Y tonight at
eight o'clock, at the invitation of
P. B. Holtzendorff, secretary of
the Y.
All members
of the
faculty,
members of the Extension Service,
employees of the College, members
of the Experiment Station and all
departments are invited to meet
for recreation, fellowship, and fun.
The meetings are held in the club
rooms of the
Y on the
second
Thursday of each month, from a
to 11 p. m.

Tiger Gridders
Lead Only In
Fumbles Saved
Clemson's Tigers led the "Southeast," which includes the Southern
and Southeastern Conference, in
only one department of play—that
of fumbles lost—for the 1940 football season, according to statistics
released this week by the American Football
Statistical Bureau.
The Tigers lost possession of the
ball fumbles only six times.
Little Chippy Maness, the 165
pound Georgetown boy who took
over Clemson's triple threat duties
when All-America Banks McFadden
graduated, finished the season in
17th place among the nation leaders in total performance. Among
those raked ahead of the Tiger
tinymite were Michigan's Tommy
Harmon,
Pennsylvania's ■ Frank
Reagan, Missouri's Paul Christman,
and Mississippi's Merle Hapes. Below Maness were rated such aces
as Charlie O'Rourke of Boston College, John Kimbrough of Texas A.
& M. and "Sweet" Lalanne of
North Carolina.
According to the bureau, Clemson ended the 1940 season as the
eighth ranking team of the Southeast and as the nation's 27th ranking team. In national circles, Clemson stood 11th among the better
punting teams, and 8th in "own
passes intercepted."
The list of total offensive leaders in the Southeast placed Maness in 5th place and All-Southern Charlie Timmons, fullback, in
47th position. When the offensive
leaders were grouped according to
accomplishments from scrimmage
by rushing, Maness was in 9th
place, Timmons in 25th, George
Floyd 59th, Booty Payne 64th, and
Aubrey Rion 79th.
Payne, with an average of 41
yards per kick, was the fourth
ranking punter of the Southeast,
while Maness held the 21st spot
under this classification.
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DISC-overy
By Chopin

Charlie's

STEWART-MERRITT CO.
age in men's and students clothing.

Ware Receives Rare Specimen Of
Star-Nosed Mole From Kershaw

lii

Glenn Miller comes forward this
week with a waxing of what promises to be a hut*une. The Miller
sax choir and the vocaling of Ray
Eberle assure the success of A Little Old Church in England. On
the reverse is a novelty number
entitled When That Man is Dead
and Gone. Vocal is by Tex Beneke
and the Modernaires.
Tommy Dorsey brings out two
sides of danceables. You're Dangerout and You Lucky People,
all
done in the typical Dorsey style.
Vaughn Monroe, who is a comparative newcomer, shows promise, despite his resemblance to
Glenn Miller. Racing With the
Moon and Requestfully Yours are
his latest releases. Although neither number is particularly good,
Monroe seems to have a good solid
combination.
The classics take the wax again.
Rossini would be proud (?) if he
could hear "Alvino Ray's recording of his Overture to William
Tell. Occupying both sides, William really goes through the mill.
Tony Pastor has become a member of the Book-of-the-Month
club it seems, for his latest number is For Whom the Bell Tolls.
Typically commercial, the number
is in slow four-four time. The reverse is a novelty number Number
Ten Lullaby Lane, and features
the voices of Dorsey Anderson.
Students, faculty and widely- Linda Keene, and Pastor.
Bob Chester goes strictly for the
known guest
speakers
recenffly
participated in a conference on dancers this week, cutting My
vital social problems at the Uni- Ship, and Bewitched. Both are slow
medium tempo.
versity of Rochester.

For 34 years we have maintained a straight "A" aver-

Retired Clemson Prof
Has Beliefs Printed
Professor W. H. Mills, former head of the Clemson department of
rural sociology, recently wrote his views and thoughts on the International situation, world affairs, his ideals and his religious feelings
and had them printed on small hand bill cards, which he has circulated in the Clemson community.
This unique method of crusading for national defense and common
unity appears below.

WELCOME CADETS TO

265 MAIN ST.

—By J. Herbert McCoy

16 E. COFFEE ST.

Greenville, S. C.

GREENVILLE, S. C.

Steak House

Dodo Doins
By STAN WHXIAMSON
REFRESHER COURSE
Claude Poole, flight commander of the Clemson Flying Cadets,
this week received a bulletin from
the C. A. A. in Washington in regard to a refresher course for Private Pilots.
This bulletin
stated that
there will
be a series of refresher courses given throughout the country in the very
near future. Dates and other
final information on
these
courses are not vailable at
the present time. The courses
will be given,
however, and
whether or - not Clemson gets
a course depends on the interest of the men of Clemson who
now hold Private
Pilots' licenses.
Men who are fearful of los- •
ing their license because they
have not completed the required flying hours will welcome this news, as it means a
saving in both money and time
for them.
There will be a
meeting of the Flying Cadets
in the
Engineering building
tonight and at that time this
course will be discussed.Poole announced today 'that the
plans as carried in the bulletin he
received will
provide for fifteen
hours flying and a review of the
ground work of the primary course
of the C. P. T. Any pilot interested in this course should attend the
meeting tonight. Clemson deserves one of these courses, and whether or not we get it may rest on
whether our bid is received by the
authority within the next week.
EARLE COMPLIMENTED
Dr. S. B- Earle,' Coordinator
for Clemson's Program, has
been the recipient of many
compliments from parties interested in the C. P. T. P.
These bouquets have come in
praise of the method of transportation used
in Clemson's
program. Anderson Airport is
relatively remote from Clemson, and working out a schedule of flights was a real problem. This problem was solved

WHEN IT'S

The First National Bank
of Greenville, S. C.
TIME in

THE OLDEST NATIONAL BANK IN
SOUTH CAROLINA

CLEMSON

DON'T FORGET

by
purchasing
a
station
wagon and caar to be used
for making the
trips to
and from the
airport.
The
wagon leaves on a definite predetermined schedule
several
times daily. This method leaves
no uncertainty as to who
flies when. The students know
when they are to go, and the
instructors at the airport know
when to expect their "stooges."
FLIGHT ROUTINE
A student taking either of the
courses given this semester leads
a very busy life. Each trip to the
airport requires two hours time in
order to make one flight. When a
student has two flights in one day
he must utilize this time so that
it is not wasted. Studying enroute
is a common practice, for in addition to his regular scheduled work
the trainee has to study for four
extra courses. The passing grade
on tiiese ground-school courses is
70. An exam is' given by the C. A.
A. Inspector before any student is
licensed.
On last semester
program all
Clemson
men successfully completed the ground-school and flying-school courses.
The present
program has the largest quota yet
allotted Clemson, and the trainees
have resolved that this will be the
best program Clemson has had.
COST
Many questions have been
asked as to the
cost to the
taxpayers of the C. P. T. P.
The plan has been so developed that the government
presents the program in conjunction
with colleges and
universities. Under this plan
the government rents no classrooms, buys no airplanes, hires
no instructors. These are provided by the colleges and flight
contractors. In this way a private pilot is produced, under
the C. P. T. Contract, for $375.
A secondary pilot is produced
for ?870 additional.
COMMENCEMENT
The program has proved to be
a very important
reservoir from
which commercial
and military
service in the flight
field can
draw recruits.
Commercial
air
transport, which needs a constant
flow of trained personnel both
for expansion and to replace fliers
who may be drawn from reserve
to active duty has made use of
the program. Advanced C. P. T.
graduates, carefully selected, are
being fed in at the bottom of the
airline structures
for extensive
further training in the schools of
the airlines.
Sixty-five are now
taking Boeing-United training in
a special instrument
school in
Tracy, California. Sixty more will
be selected. These men are being
paid salaries while they train. This
fact proves conclusively that the
airlines must be satisfied with the
ability and progress of C. P. T.
trained men.
Most popular non-ficton book
at Manhattan college is Oates's
translation, "The Complete Greek
Drama."
New York university's adult education program has been expanded to include afternoon as
well as evening classes.

Anderson
Hardware Co.
Member of Federal Reserve System and
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

UAVK
By MAYNARD PEARLSTINE

Dr. Edwin McNeill Poteat, the
principal speaker on the Religious
Emphasis Week program that
begins next week at Clemson, has
written several books that may
be of interest to the students.
Mr. Holtzendorff has these books
in his office for anyone who
desires to look them over.
The story of the last week in
Jesus' life has been written many
times, but These Shared His Passion by Dr. Poteat has a dramatic intensity which grips the
reader. This period in Jesus' life
has been novelized in keenly analytical' manner. The wealth of
detail which is created gives a
vivid background to the action
of the characters. Dr. Poteat's
remarkable insight into the minds
and motives of the disciples gives
a new body and interest to the
drama.
The chapter on Judas is particularly fine. It opens with the
footwashing scene after the Last
Supper. Peter, speaking in his
bombastic manner, questions Jesus
on his action, and Judas is secretly contemptous. Jesus replies
to Peter that one of their number
is unclean and must be cleansed.
Judas goes from
the
feast
into the streets, where the bazaars
are closing for the night, and
stumbles into the tent of Malchus.
Here, almost before he knows it
himsel, Judas takes the first step
toward betrayal. We see him, in a
moment, committed irrevocably and
eternally to his terrible crimed And
Judas
knows himself
trapped,
committed to madness and folly,
but is powerless to stop the tide
that drives him on. Like every
criminal who ever lived, he loses
his courage and his boldness
fades—too late. And in the eleventh-hour fear of his own deed,
he stutteringly asks as his price,
"only the price of one slave—
thirty pieces of silver!" The hands
of the betrayer tremble as the
coins clink into his dirty leather
purse. The rabble surges forward

By DICK BREELAND
A rare star-nos«d teiole, condylura cristata, taken in Kershaw
county, has been received by the
zoology department, it was announced this week by Professor R.
E. Ware, who identified the specimen. It is believed to be the
first specimen of the mole taken
in South Carolina, to be preserved. A report of the discovery has
been sent to Journal of Mammalogy.
George A. Stoudemire, Clemson vocational ag education
graduate in 1940, captured the
mole. Stoudemire is now teaching vocational agriculture at
Kershaw high school.
Called star-nosed because of
a peculiar six-pointed growth
of tissue surrounding the tip
of the olfactory organ, the animal is extremely rare in this
state. Its habitat is normally
in a more temperate zone.
The following letter was received from the curator of vertebrate
zoology at the Charleston Museum,
to whom the find was reported:
Dear Mr. Ware:
Much interested to hear that you
have received a star-nosed mole,
and Judas finds himself carried
along at the head of t.he mob.
The wallet is heavy against his
side, reminding him suddenly of
a millstone. He shudders in the
night.
The other chapters of the book,
those on Peter, James and John
and the rest, are equally interesting. Dr. Poteat reveals the moral
and spiritual reactions of the men
who went through these last days
in Jesus' life, and his book, is both
powerful and thought-provoking.
Centurion, which is a dramatic
poem, is laid in Palestine in the
first century. The drama revolves
around the love affair of a Roman
soldier and a Jewish maiden, and
is designed to bring into sharp
focus the conflict between love
and duty that their romance involves.
These Shared/His Cross, written
as a companion to These Shared
His passion, gives the reader an
original experience of the cross,
allowing him to cut behind the
theologizing of the centuries, and
,to watch the tragedy as though
it were being played on a stage.
Coming To Terms with The
Universe is a study of the philisophy of religion in student language, and is an effort to interpret the real factors with which
the
growing
personality
must
come to grips if he will fit himself to the situation in which he
lives.

something I have been trying t<
get hold of for years. Feel certain
that yours will be the only preserved specimen in any collection
We should have at least one, so.
you will note from the following;
In 1848, L. R. Gibbes included this species in his state list
published in Tuomey's Geology
of South Carolina. In connection with this list, Gibbes
stated that it was based on
speciment actually taken within the state.
In 1928, A. L. Pickens stated
(Jaurn. Mammalogy, vol. 8, p.
157): Burnet says he observed
it at Aiken . . . (Proc. Boston
Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. 4, p. 115)."
A few years after the last war
Miss L. M. Bragg, then directoi
here, advised that in 1917 or 19H
a freshly killed star-nosed mole
was brought in for identification
Because of the extremely limited
staff, and not realizing the importance of the animal, the specimen was not
preserved. Misa
Bragg
personally
handled and
identified this animal, and I consider this occurence' authentic.
In 1930, Mr. Elliott Sanders 01
St. Mathews, S. O, told me that on
or about September 20, 1928, a
storm blew down a Targe chinaberry tree in his yard and the
house cat caught a mole in the
cavity beneath the roots. From
Mr. Sanders' description of the
animal, his familiarity with the
common mole, and his prompt
identification of a picture ol
condylura cristata, I feel sure thai
he had seen this latter species.
So, desipite the foregoing opportunities, Clemson will be the
first to have a South Carolina
specimen of condylura cristata.
The Kershaw
specimen
should, of course, be recorded
in the Journal of Mammalogy.
Sincerely,
E. B. Chamberlain,
Curator, Vertebrate Zoology.
The mole will be on display in
the zoology laboratory on the second
floor of the agriculture building
during the Ag Fair.

CLEMSON
GRILL
Will Be Open For
Intermission

Agents for the Following
Candies:

Clemson Students and Campus Folk Will

Whitman, Jacobs, Norris,

Receive A 10% Discount On All Shoe

Nunnally, Hollensworth,

Repair Work At

Gilberts, Schraffts.

BAILES SHOE SHOP

THOMAS CIGAR
STORE
Greenville, S. C.

115'N.

Main Street

Anderson, S. C.

BELK'S BONAIRE SHIRTS
PRICED AT ONLY $1.00
English Tabs, Bottom Downs or Straight
Dress Collars. The equal Of any $1.50
Shirt on the market.

We're the boys who put the joy
of time and money saving into
every job done with our top

TESS
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quality tools and supplies.
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»
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Clemson Horse Show Will Be An Agricultural Fair Highlight
Rifle Team Scores
Announced Bv Sims

Includes Novelty
Acts in Program

Over 40,000 Dollars
Given 1& Columbia
For Research

Entry blanks for the Clemson college horse show to be held in conjunction with the Ag fair, March
22, have been mailed to over 100
horse owners throughout the state,
It was announced yesterday by
Chairman George A. Wheeler,
Bpartanburg animal husbandry senior.
The show will include eight main
events. There will be classes for
three-gaited horses, horsemanship,
class, jumpers, young ladies' horsemanship class, young gentlemen's
horsemanship
class,
five-gaited
horse class, and others. Trophies
and ribbons will be awarded all
place winners.
In addition there will be a demonstration of the use of sheep dogs
to pen untrained sheep by "Colonel"
Cook, college herdsman and his
English sheep dogs; some steer
wrestling and novelty rodeo events.
Cadet J. N. Broyles of Townville,
general chairman of the animal
husbandry exhibit, announced the
following committees: H. M. Chitty,
Tallahassee, Pla., night show; P. E.
Wyndham, Moncks Corner, day
show; O. H. Shipman, Albermarle,
N. C, beef cattle; J. E. Pace, Gresham, sheep exhibit; H. L. LeMaster,
Gaffney, swine exhibit; P. L. Holley,
Aiken, ushers and tickets; Warren
Wilson, Atlanta, publicity;" Ben A.
Maynard, Florence, grounds and
equipment; Hugh W. Boozer, Batesburg, technical advisor.
M. T. Jenkins, Yonges Island, is
president of the Animal Husbandry
club which is sponsoring the show.
The complete program for the
show has been announced as follows:
Parade of College Livestock
Presentation of Queen of Agricultural Pair
Fine Harness Class
Young Ladies Horsemanship
Greased Pig Contest
Three Gaited Pleasure Horse
Class
Young Gentlemen's Riding Class
Sheep Dog Demonstration
Walking Horse Open
Calf Scramble
Open Five Gaited
Bare Back Mule Race
Open Jumping

Columbia university recently announced receipt of 41 gifts aggregating $40,811, principally for research
in
medicine,
physics,
chemistry and the social sciences.
Dr. Charles H. Titus, professor
of political science at the Universty of California, has been appointed public relations officer for
the Fourth U. S. army.
The University of New Hampshire motion picture library in
1940 served nearly one-fifth of the
state's population.
The Freshmen and Sophomore
Y Councils held a joint social last
Saturday night in the Y Clubrooms, J. Roy Cooper, Sophomore
Council adviser, said this week.
About 115 boys attended, 70
girls attending were (from the
campus. Anderson College, and
GWC. The social lasted from eight
to eleven thirty. There was dancing and a few later went to the
show. Refreshments were also
served.
,

America's Favorite

THE NEW ELGIN
In Pink Gold,
15 Jewels
For Ladies' or Gents'
An Outstanding Value

YOUR JEWELERS
Anderson
Greenville
Greenwood

The College Rifle Team issues tha
following results of matches fired
during the week ending March, 1st:
Fourth Corps Area Match, Third
stage, Kneeling.
95
Robinson
.... .... .... -.- 93
„ .„
93
Yecko
_
«. .... 89
Wilson
J .
Hudson
90
88
Mace
..
„ ... 86
Brown
Cheezem
.... .... «• .... 85
84
McEntire
Tiller
84

The Tigers again returned victorious over the Greenville Civilian
team in . a shoulder-to-shoulder
match fired in Greenville on Wednesday, February 26. Robinson led
the Clemson scorers with the following scores resulting from the
firing:
Robinson
188
Gray
_.. 185
Yecko
183
Mace ....
183
Hunter
„ .... 178
Hudson
177
Tiller ....
..„ .... 175
The score of the Greenville team
was 1205 compare to Clemson'i
1269.
Clemson emerged victoriously in
one of four postal matches fire last
week. The following scores for these
matches have been received.
Clemson College
3571
University of Nevada
3414
University of Idaho ....
3732
Oregon State College .... _
3688
Louisiana State
.... 3621
Scores have not been received
from Montana State College, University of Oregon, University of.
Washington and the University of
Hawaii which were also fired last
week.

Clemson Bowling
COMPANY E-l
Netsen
117
Propst
76
Utsey
93
Kennnedy • • ,. 87
Wallace
.... 73

82
67
100
93
81

446

433

COMPANY 1-8
Williamson
.. 100
Knipe
73
Butler ., .... . . 108
Bolston ' , •
•, 75
Sams
£0
446

SwiiisiA^'-

THIS
COLLEGIATE
WORLD
RALEIGH, N. C—North Carolina
State college has the first woman
professor in its 51-year history.
She* is Miss Gertrude Cox, who
has been named professor of experimental statistics and will) teach
advanced courses in statistical
methods.
North Carolina State recently admitted its first Negro students.
The sports staff of the Aquin,
weekly at St. Thomas college (St.
Paul, Minn.), recently claimed a
distinction in that each of its
members had a knowledge of at
least three foreign languages. In
the aggregate, the staffers' could
write "the old apple was knifed
through the bucket for the win-

ning tally in the last minute of the
final quarto" in these tongues:
Greek, Latin, German, French,
Anglo-Saxon, Spanish and Italian.
Not to be outdone, the general
newsmen announced they are
familiar with all seven of these,
plus Hebrew, Slovak, Dutch and
Rusian.
However, at the latest report
(8:30 p. m. CST), the Aquin was
still • publishing in English.
SOUTH BEND, IND—The University of Notre Dame graduate
school, listing 143 students from
five countries, has this semester
the largest enrollment of students
since the school's beginning.
The enrollment has tripled in the
last five years, and the school now
offers the master's degree in 16
departments and the doctor's degree
in seven.
LAWRENCE,
KANS.—Students
and faculty members of the UN-

Lever To Speak
To Greenville
Group Tuesday
James J. Lever, agricultural economics senior from West Columbia, will speak to a meeting of the
Greenville Rotary Club alt the
Poinsett Hotel Tuesday afternoon
at 1 o'clock. He will speak on his
impressiosn of and reactions to
the American Youth Congress,
whose national convention he attended last month.
a
Lever addressed the state convention of the American Legion in
Columbia Tueesday on the same
subject.
One sheep's coat may contain
more than a dozen grades of wool.

1298

99
79
94
87
101

97
100

302
227
288
259
291

460

461

1367

SENECA SHARPSHOOTERS
Smith W
104
88
Evatt"
log
104
iulian
102
104
A.blea
89
82
Evatt S
81
81

93
105
105
88
88

295
311
311
279
260

466

1430

104
103
102

348
347
266
270
304

638

486

1535

SENECA ALL STARS
Smith B
86
91
Adams J .. . . 74,
100
Clark . .' . , .. 113
94
Vaughn
., ,.110
Calton .,
.,. 119

97
105
104
SB
118

284
279
315
305
335

620

1514

125
8+
,95
84
87

350
300.
299
271
267

STONE BROTHERS
Complete Outfitters To Men, Young
Men, and Students

WATCH REPAIRS
Crystals Fitted While You Wait

Greenville, S. C.
108 N. Main Street

FEINSTEIN
WATCH SHOP
Across Street From
Martin Drug Store

CONGRATULATIONS
TO

CLEMSON COLLEGE

versity of Kansas are in various
stages of an experiment which, if
successful, will be epochal in the
field of medicine.
They are participating in a clinical trial of a new vaccine developed in the laboratories of the Rockefeller institute to combat influenza. The University of Minnesota
and other colleges also are testing the vaccine.
The groups involved 24 fraternities and societies and three medical
fraternities, all located on the campus. One-half of the group in each
dwelling submitted to the vaccine;
the other half acts as the control
group.

462

CLEMSON DAY STUDENTS
Perry
130
124
Cheatham .. .. 117
128
Smith
82
82
Rentz
94
92
Ingram
., ., 98
102
611

612

483

BAND COMPANY
CoaMey P. .. 137
Jones .. . . ,. 93
Freeny
117
Cheek ...... 88
Ivey
»(>

A. S. C. E.
Lessesene
Robinson
Webb ..
Shirley ..
Camerin .

123
87
99

Powell

..

Ingram

-_■

83
84

530

. 482

475

1487

109
102
82
80
104

104
97
90
104
100

86
90
100
102
89

299
289

477

409

4
467

1489

COMPANY E-l
Nixsen

77
115
91
89
.. 100

86
S8
113
97

83

S3
88
86
135
:106

472

477

1604

83
74
100
117
80

79
86
97
80

80

454

440

432

COMPANY B-l
Holeombe .. .
Weniee
Yehoody

GUARANTEED

,,

COMPANY C-l
Poole

94

. 83
Lospelson . . .. 92
Killing-sworth
. 74
Kellet .. ..
79
421

f.fi

84
3 00
:103

98

91
90
82
95
76
434

360

GREENVILLE HARDWARE CO.
Greenville, Sy C.

Clemson Cadets Are Always
Welcome

MAYFAIR GRILL
ANDERSON, S. C.

Always Welcome To
Dobbs Hats

Greenville Chamber Of Commerce

121

Dr. Julian F. Smith, translator
for Hooker Scientific library. Central college, is master of .13 foreign languages, two of which, Rumanian and Polish, he learned in
a month.
X-ray photographs of starving insect larvae have given University
of California scientists a complete
record of the process of starvation.

COVER
THE

MAIN STREET

The City Of Greenville

1326

65
80
76

And

Students And Residents

1459

YOUR HOME CAN LOOK ONLY
AS WELL AS THE PAINT
IT WEARS!
We have SWP in pure white and (J$%
many colors.
A Real "Buy" At Any Price
Vjf^ I
648 S. Main

The Agricultural Fair

279
227
270
265
256

419

492

MI MOSA DARE:—Pictured above i sthe thoroughbred mare Mi Mosa Dare, owned by Professor
J. P. LaMaster, head of the dairy department. She will be entered in the Clemson horse show, a
feature of the Agricultural Fair, to be held on the campus the week end of March 22 and 23.
Mounted is Professor G. M. Edwards of the mathematics department.

79
84
77
85
94'

Manhattan Shirts

ANDERSON'S FINEST

MURCHISON'S INC.
Main at Earle

Anderson, S. C.

"The Home Of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes"

SPRING PRACTICE:—Limbering up after the winter months, the
Clemson football squad is now deep In spring training. Here is
Clemson's All American product of last season, Jumpin' Joe
Blalock, as he works out during period.

BETTER
FURNITURE
Better Prices

PIEDMONT
ClauSSeriS

Bread

FURNITURE CO.

Split Rolls

19 East Coffee and
115 North Brown

CLEMSON CADETS
COME TO SAM'S LUNCH
"WHERE QUALITY FOOD IS SERVED"
109 College Street

Greenville, S. C.
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Beckett, Cargill And Colvin Will Head Boxing Team For 194U42
*

*

*

• * *

* • *

• * •

• * *

* * •

7 igers Open Baseball Against Michigan; Rogers Jo Coach
-«■

First Game Of
Sixteen Here
On March 25
There is a great deal of evidence which
indicates that Clemson's baseball team this
spring wil) be a top-notcher. The Tigers
were good enough the last two years to
dominate collegiate baseball in South Car-*
olina, and with prospects as they are now,
things look pretty good. With the exception
of Bill Truluck, Herbie Jessen, and Lee
Pickens Clemson will have all of last year's
club back. There is a letterman for every
position, and there are several newcomers who show prom
ise.
This spring the baseballers will be lead by the state's
ace first-sacker, Captain Henry Buchanan. Buchanan, veteran Textile diamond star, has served two years on the
Tiger team, and will wind up his collegiate career this season. In addition to his baseball at Clemson, Buchanan has
played three years of varsity basketball. Along with Buck,
there are six other seniors on the club. Clyde Dobson, letterman pitcher; George and Francis Coakley, infielder and
outfielder; Frank Horton, second baseman; Ed Irick, veteran third sacker; and Charley Bickley, outfielder, make up
the seniors who are heading into their last schedule.
Dobson and Winston Holliday, regular pitchers on
the '40 state champs will bear the brunt of the Tiger
mound duty again this year. Holliday boasts the sensational record of 10 wins against only one defeat in
college competition in 1940. His lone defeat came at the
hands of the University of North Carolina. Both Holliday and Dobson are big, strong, able pitchers who
can take a lot of work. Clemson's catching problem will
be taken care of by "Ace" Parker, regular receiver who
is at present busy with spring football.
Baseball practice is in its third week with bad weather
holding up to a great extent the Tigers preparations for the
season's opener with Michigan State, here March 25. Thus
far the practice sessions have been confined to light workouts, and a few days of hones-to goodness summery
weather are needed badly. At present there are about
twenty men at work with Belk, Berry, Good and Lambrakas making up the promising sophomores. Among last
year's reserves who are making a definite bid for the Tiger
team of '41 are Lester, Kay Richards, and Jimmie Roegrs.
SPRING FOOTBALL ENDS
This week Head Coach Frank Howard and his assistants are putting next season's Clemson football
Tigers through their last workouts of the current spring
practice session. The footballers have been about the
business of laying the foundations for next year's Country Gentlemen for six weeks now, and they appear to
be in almost mid-season form. Regardless of what some
may say, these spring practices are as tough if not
tougher than the regular season's play.
There will be several changes in the Clemson lineup
next fall made necessary by the graduation of many of the
past season's starters. Most keenly felt in the line will be
the loss of "Red" Sharpe, '40 captain and center, and Big
Bill Hall, co-captain and tackle, while backfield stars such
as Chippy Maness, Roy Pearce, and Aubrey Rion will be
hard to replace. But looking at the brighter side, Clemson
has sixteen lettermen returning. Some of these, namely,
Joe Blalock, Charley Timmons, George Fritts, and Wade
Padgett will bear watching. In addition to seeing new names
m the lineup, Clemson supporters are likely to see George
Fritts, who has played a lot of tackle for the Country
Gentlemen for two seasons, and Carroll Hambright, reserve
tackle, working at the guard posts. Considering the lettermen returning and the newcomers making their first varsity bid, the Clemson team of 1941 is going to be a hard
crew to take.
BLOCK C INITIATES
This week another Block C initiation is in progress.
The new members are finding that these Block C boys
make it pretty tough on all newcomers in the club.
However, it's quite an honor to become a member
of Block C, an organization made up only of those men
who have made their letter in any one of Clemson's
five major sports, and we think it can be safely said
that Block C is one of the most popular organizations
on the campus. This column wants to extend congratulations to the new members, and we're glad to see them
make the club.
The present crop of "cubs" are those members of this
past season's basketball and boxing teams who made their
letters for the first time. Of the five athletes, Robert Moise
is the only Tiger basketballer to receive an award. Shep
Rogers, Tiger bantamweight; Dennis Smith, 145-pounder;
Jake Colvin, Clemson's 155-pound leather pusher; and Clayton Cargill, who fought the 165 weight, are the members
of the '41 Tiger boxing team who are being initiated. These
men along with two managers James Pettigrew, boxing
manager, and Dan Simpson, who took care of the cagers'
wishes this past season, make up the total of seven newcomers to the Block C club.
ODDS 'N ENDS—On our recent pilgrimage to the
Southern Conference boxing tournament we were talking to
an old Tiger footballer—a Mr. Fowler of Belton. He told of
his last Furman-CIemson football battle. He related how
the Tigers overcame a 7-6 Hurricane lead in the last quarter to win by a 13-7 score. Said after the game Clemson
men were tearing down the goal posts when firemen stopped the proceedings by watering the Tiger supporters
Them wuz the good ole days
Nick Gianpalo and "Popeye"
Crawford, two Clemson students, have been making a name
for themselves as basketball officials. They put it on a paying basis when they handled a county high school tourney
at Hartwell, Georgia
Another excerpt from Eddie Brietz
daily Sports Roundup on Wilson: "Even his best friends
didn't know Warren Wilson, Clemson's Southern Conference
heavyweight champ, was a married man until Ernie Harwell
of Atlanta, spilled it on the air the other night." We think
The Tiger sorta deserves a scoop on that too.. Clio Fennell,
Tiger pole vaulter who is holder of the state record cleared
the bar at 12' 9" the other day. This is three inches higher
than his present official record of 12' 6"
The Tiger
baseball team's stock went up when Nick Gianpalo reported for duty this week.

The Clemson Tigers will open
the curent baseball season against
Michigan State here March 25th,
Athletic Director Frank Howard
announced this week. The Michigan-Tiger contest will be the first
of a 16-game schedule.
Tom Rogers, the former Duke
end and Wake Forest line coach,
will- take over the baseball team
upon reporting here March 17th.
Rogers succeeds Bob Jones, also
called for army duty, to the Clemson coaching staff.
. The baseballers, who have been
without a coach since Randy Hinson was called to the army last
month have been working for three
weeks under the direction of Joe
Sherman, Clemson's publicity director.
Bad weather has held back the
Clemsons somewhat in their pre-"
parations for the season's opener,
and as yet the team hasn't had
the chance to really get down to
work.
With a leterman back for every
position the team that won the
state title with a record of 13 wins,
2 defeats, and 2 ties last year is
all set to defend its crown.
The schedule as arranged to
date, follows:
March 25. Michigan State at
March 28. Newberry at Clemson.
Clemson.
April 4. Wofford at Spartanburg
April 5. Presbyterian at Clemson.
April 8. Georgia at Clemson
April 11. Furman at Clemson.
April 12. Erskine at Due West.
April 15. Georgia at Athens.
April 18. Furman at Greenville.
April 19 Erskine at Clemson
April 22. Wofford at Clemson.
April 25. South Carolina at Clemson.
April 28. Presbyterian at Clinton.
May 6. Georgia at Elberton, Ga.
May 8. South Carolina at Columbia.
May lO.Newberry at Newbery.

Jones Loss Puts
Tigers Three
Coaches Behind
The departure from Clemson
of line coach Bob Jones has set a
new stage in the Tiger coaching
staff, for not only has it left the
line in the hands of a new mentor,
but it has also left the Tigers
without a boxing and golf coach.
The possibility of a new man
stepping into these two open spots
has as yet not been announced
by Prank Howard, Clemson's head
coach and athletic director, but
at this time it is hard to believe
that any man would make either
the boxing or the golf teams forget their mentor.
The records that Jones has established during his stay at Clemson and during his leadership and
guidance of the • various athletic
teams speak for themselves. As
early as 1938, Jones came through
with something that was entirely
new to Clemson, a Southern Conference boxing championship. He
repeated again in 1940 and the
result was another crown for the
Tiger Mittmen.
In handling the boxers, he perhaps stood out more than any
other coach in the personal achievements of his pupils, outstanding in this phase has been
the development of the heavyweight
Southern
Conference
champion, Warren "Golden Boy"
Wilson. Under Jones' guiding hand,
Wilson started as a slugger who
loved the ring and was made into
a boxer who has won the Southern
conference crown two years in
succession, and who is preparing
to step into the professional boxing circles.
Golf was only a minor sport in
the work that Jones had to carry
on but he also did this with perfection.
Jones came to Clemson first in
1926 with a
determination to
show his stuff in athletic competition. He came through very nicely and won his varsity letter in
football three years in succession
In no time, Tiger followers began
to regard him as the best end the
Tigers ever had, and he still mamtains a high respect in that field
After the football season, Jones
played basketball and captained
the 1930 team. He proved to be a
top-notcher in both sports, although having no previous high
school experience.
He started his coaching career
at Clemson immediately after
graduation, and took charge of the
freshman basketball team besides
assisting as freshman football
coach. In a short space of time he
was put in complete charge of the
freshman gridders, and remained
in this position until the departure
of Jess Neely. His last job with
the football team has been the
moulding of the forward wall. In
1934 he began to coach the boxers,
and it was in this field that he
showed his stuff.
Jones' service in the army is to
be for only a year, after this
time in the army he will return to
take over where he left off. In the
meaantime, the line is to be hadled
by a new comer, Tom Rogers, former Duke and Wake Forest Mentor. The other athletic organizations will no doubt be taken over
by some men of the present coaching staff, but no definite plans have
been announced-

State Swimming Men Named At
ess Hall Feed
Meet Be Held
Last Night
Here Saturday
John T. Beckett, mechanical

The South Carolina state swimming meet will be held at Clemson Saturday afternoon at 4:00
o'clock it was announced today by
Swimming Coach P. B. Holtzendorff.
A list of the
entries is not
known, but Coach
Holtzendorff
said that several
leading teams
will compete for the state championship.

Track Season
Opens Here With
Newherry Meet

BLOCK C INITIATES:—Here are the new Block
C initiates who were tapped into the honor athletic club last Thursday night. First row: Shep
Rogers, James Pettigrew, Dan Simpson. Back

row: Dennis Smith, Robert Moise, and Jack
Colvin. Clayton Cargill, another Initiate, is not
in the picture.
—Photo By Hufford

Tigers Show Prospects Of
Being Hard Team This Year

Coach Norman today announced
that the Clemson Tigers would
open their track season on March
22 when the Newberry Indians invade Clemson. The Tigers took
Newberry in stride last year, but
greater competition is expected
from them this spring.
Battling bad weather, sickness,
and other hazards in an effort to
be ready for the opening meet,
the Tigers appear to have a well
balanced team. The Aeam is especially well fortified in the distance
events with such men as Cargill,
Lachicotte, Alternate Captain Dickerson, Smith, Graham, and Goodman rounding into shape rapidly.
Graham, Payne, and Coward appear to be on the card for the
dashes, but the Tiger track mentor will miss Bill Hunter, a letterman dash man of the past season
who has joined Uncle Sam's air
corps,
There is one event that Coach
Norman shouldn't lose much sleep
over as long as Clio Fennell has
the vaulting pole in his hands. He
won the state title last year, and
has proved he is even better this
by winning first place at the
Southern Conference Indoor meet
at Chapel Hill this spring.
With several promising sophomores coming up, all events are
well, manned except the high hur
dies" Coach Norman has not found
suitable
replacements for this
event as yet.

engineering junior from John's Island, was elected captain of the
Clemson boxing team for next year
at a banquet at Pruitt House in
Starr last night.
Jake Colvin, mechanical engineering junior from Chester, and
Clayton Cargill, textile engineering junior from Columbia, were
elected co-alternate captains.
Coach Bob Jones, soon to leave
the Clemson coaching staff for active service as a captain with the
regular army, attended the banquet, the last that he will attend
with his boxers. Coach Jones is ta
be replaced by Tom Rogers, graduate of Duke and now coach at
Wake Forest.
Senior boxers who were at the
supper were Warren Wilson, Ed
Ross, Ben Maynard, and Shep
Rogers. Sophomore mitmen James
Mixon, Julian Myers, Calhoun
Umphlett, and Buddy Jenkins also
attended, as did two freshman aspirants.
Coach Jones
expressed confidence in the future success of the
team under the new leadership.
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With the olose of the six week*
FOR NEAT
Spring training period of the Tiger
APPEARANCE
gridiron squad comes word that
Clemson, S. C.
the Tigers will be a hard team to
beat this Fall. The large number
of returning lettermen and the
new crop of freshmen who look
very promising are the reasons for
tain event when the Tigers take
By BUTCH GREEN
this prediction.
With the State swimming meet on an opponent. He would have
The departure of last season's coming up to complete the season, captured more first places than he
seniors left quite a few openings the Clemson tankmen have a chance did but even the best of athletes
in the line as well as in the back- to redeem themselves after suffer- need rest to give their best perfield and that was the main pur- ing five losses to one Win in the formance and rest is one thing that
pose of the practice period which Southern Conference.
Hoby didn't indulge in. In every
terminates this week. The center
The team promised to be one of meet this season he entered at
position left vacant by "Red" the best in the conference the least three events, and usually he
Sharpe has been filled by Hugh first of the season, but the loss came out holding high honors in
Jameson and Charley Wright, an of several men due to injuries and all of them. He is the son of Clemup and coming sophomore. The other activities weakened the squad son's Coach P. B. Holtzendorff,
only other promising man in this and caused them to lose to teams and the points he handed in this swimming and the C. A. A. flying
position is Austell, a newcomer that took a trouncing from the year will boost a name that has course this year, and the control
from the freshman ranks, who Tigers when they won the South- long been associated with swim- he exhibits in diving proves that
flying is right up his alley.
shouuld see quite a bit of action. ern Conference championship two ming at Clemson.
Jimmie surprised himself and
The guard slot appears to be years in succession.
Another man who has completed everyone else when he finished up
the strongest spot in the Tiger
Three
men
on
the
team
have
his
swimming
career
under
Clemhis first season and found that
line for it not only boasts numer- competed in their last meet for
For FUN and
ous lettermen, but also a few up Clemson. These three swimmers son colors is Ben McKnight. Last he had won four first places out
year,
lineups
were
often
confused
of six tries. He will head the divand coming freshmen. Padgett and
HEALTH . . .
have held the spotlight while swim- by having so many McKnights en- ing squad next season and the fans
Fritts seem to the logical men to ming
Set 'em up and try your
against
stars
from
other
tered
in
the
same
event.
John
Mcneed
not
be
surprised
if
he
takes
carry on their last season's perskill! Men and women the
formances with Hambright, Sandi- schools, and the vacancies they Knight set a fast pace for brother all conference diving honors.
The meet which is to be held country over find relaxafer, Richardson, Reynolds, Woods, leave-will be hard to fill even with Ben, and if another member of
and Jordan pulling up in the re- the promising material- that will the clan should come to Clemson coming Saturday at Clemson will tion, fun and vim.
serves. Osteen and Mims showed report next season. These three re- he would find records that would give the team a chance to win the
some fine work in the Spring ses- tiring tankmen are Hoby Holtzen- take a lot of fast swimming to state championship. The only team Play Duck Pins or Tens
sion and will see some >ection with dorff, Ben McKnight and Everett break. Ben was eliminated from in the state that Clemson has met
on our modern alleys.
Martin.
the Conference meet this year when is the University of South Carothe varsity men.
The loss of Holtzendorff will be he suffered a cramped leg in the lina, and the Tigers chalked up
LADIES INVITED
Appearing to be a little uncertheir only win of the season.
tain, the tackle position still has the greatest setback because of the semi-finals.
DUCK PINS
Injury struck the team before
a kick in it with Cagle, Hamer prominent role he has played on
Wn Before 6 P.M. |A»
the
team
for
the
last
three
years.
the
season
got
underway,
and
the
and Wright remaining from the
l
2 for 25c after lUt
veteran list.
Three freshmen, Hoby is not limited to any cer- hapless victim was Everett MarWHEN IN GREENVILLE
tin. Everett was preparing for his
STOP AT
O'Dell, Robinson, and Ross, make
up the remainder of the tackles, ship may or may not materialize. best season when an infected foot
and it is with these boys that the The team was clicking in the that refused to heal eliminated him
CENTRAL CAFE
strength of this first line of de- practice session, and by all indi- even before the time for the first
217 S. MAIN STREET
meet
arrived.
This
injury
did
not
Bowling Center
fense lies. Their playing in prac- cations it is bound to repeat with
24 Hour Service
keep
him
from
assisting
in
the
tice games is worth talking about, a harder bang in the fall.
but their lack of seasoning makes
The only change of real value coaching, however, and his efforts
them a question mark in judging that has come up in the Tiger will be rewarded next year when
their capabilities.
management was the departure of the men he coached move up to
For Good Things To Eat . . .
BLALOCK AND CHIPLEY
line coach Jones. He was replac- fill his place and the other places
"The Great One," Joe Blalock ed by Tom Rogers, former Duke left by his graduating teammates.
and Bill Chipley have the end star, and with the experience that
The credit for being the outSTOP AT PETE'S No. 2
posts covered very nicely for first he has had behind him, the new standing sophomore should go to
team, and Locklair and Pierce add line mentor should turn "out a good Jimmie Nesbit, the smallest man
N. Main St.
Greenville, S. C.
more to the belief that the flanks pack of chargers and blockers.
on the squad. Jimmie combined
will be in no danger of weakness.
Saunders appears to be the outstanding newcomer for his fierce
determination has won him the
acclaim of being quite a guy.
Dickerson and Smith are freshmen starters who also have a lot
on the ball.
Turning towards the backfield,
another crop of fall stars appear
to be in large numbers. The blocking backs,- although boasting no
newcomers,
still carry a lot of
strength with McElveen, Rothell,
Craig, and Parker turning in some
impressive showings in this spot.
The wing backs composed of Floyd,
Cargill, Franklin, and Abee also
packed a wallop during the training period.
The remainder of the backfield,
tailbacks and fullbacks, makes a
list that would make any coach
proud of
his team. Timmons,
Payne, Tinsley, and Sweatte make
Birthdays-Anniversaries-Get Well Greeringsup the
veterans who carried
Clemson to high honors last seaSympathy-Congratulations-Etc.
son. The freshmen present the
most inspiring list headed by Butler, Kennerly, Alford, and Marbury. These positions are well
handled and no
trouble should
SEND A CARD TODAY
come from that angle.
The Fall schedule includes some
real top notch teams, and the Tigers will find trouble in crackling
a few of these nuts. The game that
is most looked forward to is the
Boston College encounter, which
will send the Tigers into "Yankeeland" in the hope of repeating
their Cotton Bowl victory. The installation of a new coaching staff
at Boston may weaken the Eagles,
but they will nevertheless be rated as one of the nations' leading
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
teams once again. The other games
which will be played in the SouthThe Official College Book And Supply Store
ern circuit also offer no pushovers and the retentiion of the
Southern Conference champion-

Clemson Swimmers Have One Last
Chance To Make Good This Year

Bowl At Clemson

Ingram's

GREETING CARDS
For All Occasions

L C. Martin Drug Co
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Richard Crooks Be Heard Friday Night/ March 21 In Final Concert
Full House Will *
Hear Climax Of
Concert Series
Richard Crooks, leading Metropolitan Opera Association tenor,
who will sing in the Clemson field
house March 21 In the fifth and
last concert of the Clemson Artist
Series, will present a program of
fourteei. selections, including the
works of Handel, Grieg and Franz,
according to the program, announced yesterday by the Artist
Series committee. Mr. Frederick
Sehauwecker, who will accompany
Mr. Crooks, will play three solos
as a feature of the program.
Crooks has firmly established
himself with
the
Metropolitan
since his debut there in 1933, in
.the role of DesGrieux in Mas'senet's "Manon". He had previously built a reputation as a singer
in Europe.
The program will be in five
parts, beginning with four numbers
by Mr. Crooks, Total Eclipse from
'Samson, by Handel, Air from
'Comus", by Arne, Plaisir d'amour,
by Martini, and Love Sounds the
Alarm, from "Acis and Galatea''
by Handel.
The second part will consist ot
three numbers by Mr. Schauwecker,
American
Tango,
by
Carpenter, Guirtare, by Moszkowski, and Scotch Poem, by MacDowell.
Mr. Crooks will sing "For Music'
and "Hark, How Still", both . oy
Franz, and "I Love Thee" and "A
Dream," two Grieg compositions,
in the third divison of the program. A short intermission will
follow.
Two difficult and lengthy arias,
Vainement, ma Bien Aimee, from
'Le Roi d'Ys", by Lalo, and Pourquoi Me Reveiller, from "Werther"
by Massenet, will be sung jy
Crooks immediately after intermission. He will concluds his con:ert with four selections of wide
popular appeal, Sailing Homeward,
ay Elinor Remick Warren, Come
Where My Love Lies Dreaming by
Stephen Foster, Ah, Love, But A
Day, by Daniel Protheroe, and
Maiden. My Maiden, by Franz
Lehar.
An ardience of three thousand is
expected for the concert, which
will be the largest of the series,
judging from advance ticket sales.
VISITOR ON CAMPUS
Professor E. L. Worthen, extension professor of soil technology at
Cornell university,
was on the
campus last week to visit Dr. H.
P. Cooper, dean of the school of
agriculture.
Cornell university has more than
$65,000 available for its new $250,000 recreational and athletic program.

AG FAIR FACULTY ADVISERS-

ADVISORY COMMITTEE:—Here are Professors
Ben E. Goodale, R. R. Ritchie, and J. W. Jones,
of the'' dairy, animal husbandry, and agronomy
departments of the agricultural school, who are

Sears Men To
Compete For
Scholarships

Rats Eligible
To Join YMCA
Swimming Team

serving in advisory capacities to the students who
are directing the agricultural fair to be held here
next Saturday and Sunday.

Catholic Priest Here Once
Organized ''Bead End Kids"
Father Thomas
Tierney,
the
Catholic, Chaplain, came to Clemson from the Paulist Church in
NewYork City where he was
Director of a Parochial school
with 1200 pupils.
Last year Bob Hope, popular
screen and radio entertainer put
on a Benefit Show for Father
Tierney's school and his West club
of "Dead End Kids" and sent
hundreds of them to summer
camps.
Formerly Father Tierney spent
ten years in Portland, Oregon as a
Pastor where he also served on
the Board of Directors of the
Portland Social Agencies, on the
Executive Committee of the Boy
Scouts of America, and as Chaplain of the Portland Breakfast
Club, and of the Knights of
Columbus. In 1937 he attended the
International Eucharistic Copgress
in the Philippines and made a

survey of Mission work in China,
Japan and Hawaii.
As .-. student he attended the
University of Toronto, Canada
where he received his College Letter in football in 1920. From there
he, went to the Paulist Seminary
at' the Catholic University
of
America in Washingtor and after
four years was ordained to the
Priesthood by Cardinal Patrick
Hayes.
The next two years he studied
in Europe and received his Doctorate of Theology at a Roman
University. For some time after
graduation he was English secretary to Cardinal Bonzano in
Rome and accompanied the Cardinal on his journey to Chicago to
preside at the International there
in 1926.
Father Tierney always expresses
keen interest in his new duties at
Clemson.

Ag Economists To
Show Calculators

Wesleyans To Get
Banquet, Keys

There will be a meeting of 25
Sear's Scholarship students at
Chicago in the latter part of June
to compete for a 500 dollar Junior
Senior scholarship and two 250
dollar scholarships. One Sophmore
from each of the institutions having students on Sears Roebuck
scholarships will be chosen and a
one thousand word brief will be
written by the school and a picture of the ' student will be enclosed.
Twenty four copies of this brief
will be circulated to each of the
other schools. and each will select
the one they believe should win.
A college of Deans will then intervithe boys personally and
choose the- winner. The nation will
be divided into East and West
sections; one of the 250 prizes
will be given to a boy from each
section.
Prof. W. B. Aull said that 22
Freshman scholarships of $100 will
Mr. D. T. Burry, representative
be available next year to all high
school graduates. Those interested of the Monroe Adding Machina
should get in touch with Prof. Company, was on the campus this
W. B. Aull,' chairman of the Sears week assisting students in preparing an exhibit showing the
Roebuck committee.
uses of calculating machines in
Hofstra' college's evening ses- agricultural economics.
This exhibit will be shown at
sion has added two pre-engineering courses and one in education. the Ag Fair here next week.

Bell Telephone Man
At Fellowship Club
Mr. Norris Russell, Bell Telephone Company representative, will
speak to the Fellowship Club at a
supper meeting next Tuesday evening at 6:30. Mr. Russell will speak
on "The Proper Use of The Telephone" and "Telephone Courtesy"
Arangements are also being made
for him to present the talk to all
Engineering
students
sometime
Tuesday.
Mr. Russell is a native of Hickman County, Tennessee, and has
been with the Be'l Telephone
Company since 1912, except for a
brief period in which he taught
school. Mr. Russell is connected
with the Public Relations department and travels throughout North
and South Carolina giving talks
at Service Clubs and other organizations. He was here last year at
the Engineering Exhibits when he
brought some material to put on
display.

All Freshmen interested in swimming team are asked to begin
practice immediately by P. B.
Holtzendorff,
swimming
coach.
Events to be included in the meets
are: the medley relay consisting
of three men swimming the 100
yard back stroke, 100 yard breast
stroke, 100 yard free style, 220
yard free style, 60 yard free style,
fancy diving (four required and
four optional dives), 100 yard back
stroke, 100 yard breast stroke, the
440 yard swim, the 400 yard free
style relay consisting of four men
swimming 100 yards each.
Men who wish to try out for
these events are urged to come our.
and be practicing as try-outs for
time will be held within, the next
ten days. The time most suitable
for the use of the pool are the
following hours: from 3 to 4:30
p. m. and from 7 to 8:30 p. m.
The Clemson Tennis team is
Leave your name and the events this week playing off an intrayou wish to try for with Mr. Kirch- team tournament to determine the
ner or Mr. Holtzendorff.
members of this year's Tiger team.
The pairings were made up of the
new candidates who reported at
the beginning of practice.
Holtzendorff and Burnette are
the only men who reported from
last year's squad, and Coach Sloan
decided that the . fairest way to
H. H. Willis, Dean of the Clem- determine the men who will make
son Textile School, has been ap- up the team would be to let them
pointed a member of the Industry play for the coveted positions.
Committee of the clay products
This week brought about the
industry. This committee is made semi-finals with Neely, Edwards,
up of seven men representing the Goudelocke, and 8ird still in the
employes, seven representing the tournament gunning for places on
employers, and seven represent- the team, hese men wil play next
ing the public. Dean Willis is a week to select1 the three men who
member -of the public committee. will earn berths on the team
Mr.. George E. Qsborne, Palo Alto, and compete in the matches with
California, chairman of the group, Kalamazoo University here March
announced.
26. .
These twenty-one members are
selected from various sections of
ORDERED TO ACTIVE DUTY
the United States, representatives
J. G. Watts, '31, who is assistcoming from the Southeast, Mid- ant entomologist at the Edisto exdle West, and Eastern part of the periment station, has been orderUnited States. The groui will meet ed to active duty as a first lieutenin Washington, D. C. on April 28 ant with the United States army.
for approximately four days to He will report to Fort Clayburn,
consider the question c minimum Louisiana, March 15.
wages for the clay products inFranklin and Marshall college
dustry and to make recommendations as to minimum wages to the students are investigating the
Administrator, Wages and Hours mobility of population in Lancaster, Fa.
#
Division.

Clemson Racketeer's
Team In Elimination

Willis Named To
National Committee
In Clay Industry

Plans are under way for a banquet and key presentation for the
installation of officers of the Wesley Foundation Council, L. C. Vereen, president, said this week.
Tentative dates have been set
for April 4 and 5. Girls from
nearby college will be invited to
participate.

Famous Surgeon Washington At
Talks To PreMed Teachers Meet
Dean W. H. Washington, head
Club Tuesday
of the school of education, spoke
Dr. Warren White, of the Greenville Shriners Hospital, and Dr
D. V. Reeves, surgeon at the General and the St. Prances hospitals
of Greenville, spoke to a joint
meeting of the Pre-Med Club and
the Tiger Brotherhood Tuesday
night in the college auditorium.
Dr. White, a Harvard graduate
and
an
internationally-known
orthopedist, illustrated
his talk
with four reels of movies dealing
with' child deformities and corrective operations.
Dr. Lee W. Milford, Clemson
medical officer, introduced the
speakers.
Dr. White explained the case
history of each child as the pictures were showri. Closeups, taken
as the operation proceeded, revealed the technique which has
made Dr. White successful in his
line.
In one of the . reels, • Dr. White
pointed out a device for cutting
the skin from a donor for use in
grafting operations. The machine
shaves skin two thousandth of an
inch thick from the. donor's body.
These thin cuts do not destroy
the sweat glands, thus allowing
new skin .to be grown.
Dr. Reeves, who graduated here
and received his degree at the
Medical College of the University
of Virginia, stressed the importance of hard work while in college. Dr. Reeves advised the premed boys to make good grades
now and let the future take care
of itself.

to a group of fifty W. P. A. teachers at the Westfield Street' Junior
High School In Greenville last
Thursday night.
The subject c' Dean Washington's talk Wa"- The Place of the
Newspaper and Periodical in,developing a Sound Public Opinion.

Jungaleers Play
At Seneca Dance
The Jungaleers, Clemson studenl
dance orchestra, will play for th«
Bundles for Britain dance to be
held at the Palmetto Hotel in Seneca Thursday, March 27, it was
announced yesterday by Mrs, Mead
Armstrong, chairman of social activities for the Seneca Bundles for
Britain group.
"The Jungaleers are rated as one
of the best college orchestras in
the South," Mrs. Armstrong stated,
"and we feel fortunate in being
able to offer a band of this ranking for a local dance."
"The dances sponsored during the
past months by the Bundles for
Britain unit have been highly successful, and it is expected that this
spring dance, featuring such a topnotch orchestra, will top all previous dances held in this area for
the past several years."

A good plan...
pause and
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1941 Clemson College Summer School 1941
First Term: June 9-July 19—Second Term: July 21-August 23
Enroll for one or two terms.
A wide variety of courses will be offered for Teachers Clemson Students,
others. Representative fields are:
EDUCATION COURSES
I

I

Ui

U
111

X
r-

Primary
Elementary
Vocational
Administration
Secondary

SPECIAL COURSES
Farm Shop
Auto Mechanics
Cosmetology
Music
Commercial

REGULAR COLLEGE COURSES
English
Mathematics
Physics
Chemistry
Social Sciences

What do you need to qualify for a desired position? Or to hasten graduation?
List below courses desired. They may also be offered.

U

1.

I

2.

I

and

A little minute is long enough
for a big rest when you drink
an ice-cold bottle of Coca-Cola.
It brings a feeling of complete
refreshment...completely satisfying. So when you pause
throughout the day, make it
plus tax
the pause that refreshes with
YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY
ice-cold Coca-Cola.

3.
Name

Address

Fill out. Clip this form. Mail or bring to office of
W. H. WASHINGTON, Dean.
Clemson College Summer School
Education Building
Clemson, S. C.
■ ■>■................ .CUT HERE ......
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Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by
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COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
C. K. HOOVER, Mgr.

ANDERSON, S. C.

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
ATTEND THE CHURCH OF YOUR CHOICE SUNDAY

I

AND EVERY SUNDAY
"We missed you at church last Sunday, but we hope that you attended
Church there at Clemson."

SS8S:

So writes a mother from home to a Clemson cadet. This mother remembers that her son was always at church during his high school days. She
also knows that he goes to church every Sunday that he is at home on
vacation. She remembers also that it is an easy thing to get into the
habit of sleeping through church, but she hopes that her boy will.come
out of college with the same fine devotion and loyalty to the church
that he had when he left home to go to Clemson.

i «ie « *ger believes in the vi tuvch ana recommends that every cadet on the campus attend Church Sunday.

You Take A Chance
Every Time You
Miss Church

